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Prologue: A preview of things to come…



ENTROPY PRODUCTION VIA INFLOW

✦  For systems in local equilibrium the Noether current for thermal 
diffeomorphisms is the macroscopic free energy current (Legendre 
transform of entropy current).

✦  Local equilibrium is characterized by an emergent topological/BRST 
supersymmetry wherein diffeomorphisms along the Euclidean thermal 
circle are gauged (thermal equivariance).  

✦  Net entropy is conjugate to the gauged thermal diffeomorphisms & is 
conserved. Physical entropy production happens by virtue of it being 
sourced in the superspace directions, i.e., there is an inflow of entropy 
from superspace.

4.1 Super-adiabaticity and entropy inflow
sec:einflow

Let us first see how the action maintains consistency with the second law. To this end consider
the Ward identity associated with a U(1)T gauge transformation by a parameter ⇤̊. Define
the energy-momentum and free-energy Noether super-currents
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The expression for the energy-momentum tensor should be familiar (modulo our upgrade to
a super-tensor). The Noether current N̊I is related to the free-energy super-current up to a
factor of the temperature:

N̊I
= �GI

T̊
(4.7) eq:NG

generalizing the construction of free-energy currents in hydrodynamic sigma models [19].
Consider then a U(1)T transformation by ⇤̊. The world-volume metric inherits the U(1)T

transformation from (3.3) while the gauge field ÅJ transforms inhomogeneously as in (2.11).
The reference thermal super-vector �̊I does not transform. All told, we find that the U(1)T

gauge transformation acts as follows on the action:11
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(4.8) eq:utcalcfull

In writing the second line, we invoked the U(1)T transformation of the pullback metric, in-
herited from (3.3), and performed an integration by parts in superspace.12

The quantity inside the curly braces must vanish due to the U(1)T symmetry. We shall
refer to this Ward identity as the super-adiabaticity equation:

D̊IN̊
I � 1

2
T̊IJ £�g̊IJ = 0 . (4.9) eq:superadiabatic

This equation turns out to embody the physics of entropy production, and allows for a clean
parameterization of dissipative contributions. The connection is made through the off-shell
adiabaticity equation introduced in [19]. We review the basics of that analysis and explain
how entropy production arises in terms of a superspace inflow. Subsequently, we will draw a
connection with the arguments leading to the Jarzynski relation.

11
In (4.8) the first term inside the braces has a sign (�)I+J+IJ

from super-index contractions, which we

have suppressed, while the second term is free of any signs.fn:signsSA 12
We have not explicitly specified the worldvolume connection, which is clearly not the Christoffel connec-

tion, owing to the fact that the pullback is performed respecting U(1)T covariance. While this implies that the

connection is torsionful, it nevertheless is possible to choose the connection to be measure compatible, which

is all we need for the above statement. somewherefn:covder
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Adiabaticity equation and the second law: We recall that the conventional axiomatic
formulation of hydrodynamics not only demands that the dynamics be governed by conserva-
tion equations, but requires that the local form of the second law be upheld on-shell in every
fluid configuration. Usually this is taken to mean that one should find an entropy current Ja

S

with non-negative divergence. It is however efficacious to take the statement of entropy pro-
duction off-shell, by introducing a Lagrange multiplier field. Exploiting the field-redefinition
freedom in hydrodynamics, this can be recast as the statement [19]:

DaJ
a

S + �a DbT
ab

= � � 0 . (4.10) eq:eprodoff

Note that � is the total (off-shell) entropy production. Legendre transforming the entropy
current to free energy Noether current via

Na
= Ja

s + �bT
ba (4.11) eq:Ndef

we arrive at the grand canonical form for the off-shell statement of the second law, which
demands that

DaN
a � 1

2
Tab £�gab = � � 0 , (4.12) eq:ordadiab

The special case where transport produces no entropy, was given the name adiabatic fluids,
for which an ordinary-space adiabaticity equation holds:

1

2
Tab

(adiabatic) £�gab = DaN
a

(adiabatic) . (4.13)

Super-adiabaticity equation as entropy inflow from superspace: In the manifestly
NT = 2 supersymmetric formalism, all these equations are implied by (4.9). Writing out the
latter and separating the contributions from the ordinary and superspace directions, we end
up with:
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Firstly, noting that {T̊ab, T̊✓✓̄, N̊a} are the only Grassmann-even tensors (i.e., their bottom
components are Grassmann even fields) we project (4.9) down to the bottom component,
isolating the part that contains these tensors.13 It is worth reiterating here that when we
project Grassmann even quantities to their bottom component, we will end up with expressions
involving the classical fields Xµ, the fluctuations X̃µ, the zero ghost number element of the
Vafa-Witten quintet F̊

✓̄✓
| = �0

T
, or ghost bilinears (either of the form Xµ

 
X⌫

 
, or involving the

gauge sector).
13

This can be inferred by looking at the ghost charges or equivalently noting that g̊I✓ and g̊I✓̄ are clearly

Grassmann-odd owing to them being proportional to D̊✓X̊
µ

and D̊✓̄X̊
µ
, respectively.
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ENTROPY INFLOW

✦While the inflow mechanism for entropy arises from the superspace, it is 
morally similar to the manner in which the inflow mechanism operates in 
the context of  Hall insulators & chiral edge states (’t Hooft anomalies).

J
H

J
BZ

Jcons
@M : physical theory

M : Hall insulator

Figure 2. Illustration of the anomaly inflow mechanism. The bulk theory in M2n+1 is the Hall
insulator theory, and on the boundary we have the physical theory with the anomaly. The Hall
current J

H
propagates in the bulk and its inflow shows up as anomaly in the boundary theory.

Coupling to the Hall insulator corrects the physical current Jcons by a Bardeen-Zumino contribution
J

BZ
. The consistent boundary current Jcons together with the Bardeen-Zumino term J

BZ
gives the

total current Jcov which transforms covariantly.

characterized by a Chern-Simons (2n + 1)-form ICS

2n+1[A] in one dimension higher. In
turn, this Chern-Simons form defines an anomaly polynomial P [F ] = dICS

2n+1[A] which is a
(2n+2)-form defined in two dimensions higher than the original field theory. As the notation
signifies, the anomaly polynomial P is a gauge-invariant functional of the background field
strength F .

To clarify the physical interpretation of these forms, we adopt an inflow picture of
anomalies whereby one imagines placing the field theory under question at the boundary of
an appropriate Hall insulator in one dimension higher.9 The anomaly in the QFT is then
simply understood as a flow of a conserved charge from the Hall bulk to the boundary, see
Fig. 2. These charge currents in the Hall insulator are captured by a generating function
ICS

2n+1[A] which is the Chern-Simons (2n + 1)-form introduced above. More explicitly, let
the variation of this Chern-Simons term be characterized by

�ICS

2n+1 = �A ^ ?2n+1JH
+ d [�A ^ ?J

BZ
] , (2.3)

9
We refer the reader to the appendices of [30] for a recent review of anomaly inflow along with the

explicit form of anomalies that follows from this picture.
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anomaly inflow: coupling to a topological sector 
with physical entropy being sourced in superspace

Callan, Harvey (1985)



Act I
in which we recall why entropy is

Noetherian in gravitational theories



THERMODYNAMIC ENTROPY 

✦  Microcanonical picture: counting statistics for microstates 

✦  Canonical picture: von Neumann entropy for Gibbs state

✦  One way to interpret this is to purify the Gibbs state via the thermofield 
double:

⇢� = e��H
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S = �Tr (⇢� log ⇢�)
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(7.4.1). The coordinates {t, z,xd�1} are valid only in the exterior of the black hole, z > z+,

and have a coordinate singularity at the horizon. We can extend the spacetime beyond

this by switching to regular coordinates following the Kruskal construction (see e.g. [32]).

It is simplest to express the resulting geometry in the form of a Penrose diagram which

conformally compactifies the spacetime, bringing the asymptopia to finite distance. It also

has the virtue of keeping the light-rays oriented at 45� as in Minkowski spacetime. This

then makes it easy to understand the causal structure: points connected by curves which lie

below the light-rays are timelike related, while those above are spacelike related.

The Penrose diagram for the Schwarzschild-AdSd+1 solution is plotted in Fig. 7.2. The

coordinates used to express the metric (7.4.1) only covers the region I. There is a second

asymptotic region III attained by passing through the black hole. We can associate a CFT

to each of the two asymptotic boundaries; we have indicated as such in Fig. 7.2 and referred

to the two theories as CFTR and CFTL, respectively.

Initially we had intended to interpret the CFT state dual to the black hole as a thermal

Gibbs density matrix. Let us see how this arises from the above picture. In the two-sided

black hole, the two CFTs on the left and right boundaries are causally disconnected. We can

therefore take the Hilbert space to be the tensor product space HR ⌦ HL. Let the energy

eigenbasis in the two Hilbert spaces be spanned by the states |rki and | lki, respectively with

energy Ek. In this doubled Hilbert space, consider the following state:

|TFDi� =
1p
Z(�)

X

k

e� 1
2 � Ek |rki ⌦ | lki , Z(�) =

X

k

e�� Ek . (7.4.6)

This state is usually referred to as the Hartle-Hawking or thermofield double state. It is a

pure, but non-trivially entangled state in HR ⌦ HL. Furthermore, it has vanishing energy

with respect to the thermofield evolution operator,

HTFD = HR ⌦ IL � IR ⌦ HL . (7.4.7)

Under Hamiltonian time evolution of the state (7.4.6) is thus invariant, for the relative sign

cancels the phases acquired:

|TFD(t)i� = ei HTFD t = ei(HR⌦IL�IR⌦HL)t |TFDi� =|TFDi� . (7.4.8)

Consequently, it is static under time-evolution which runs upwards on region I but runs

down in region III. It is perhaps worth emphasizing that the solution (7.4.1) is not global

static, since inside the horizon in the black hole (region II) and the white hole (region IV),

the geometry is like a time-evolving cosmology (time and space swap roles in these regions).

While the state is pure in the doubled Hilbert space, it is non-trivially entangled. Should

we trace out one of the two components, then the other one will inherit the thermal Gibbs

✦  In this picture the von Neumann entropy is the entanglement between 
the two sets of degrees of freedom.



GEOMETRIZING THERMOFIELD
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Having obtained the state, we can then proceed to evolve it in real time t by the thermofield

double Hamiltonian (7.4.7).

tE = ��

2
tE = 0

CFTRCFTL

�

2
tE

tE?

•

Figure 7.3: The Euclidean construction of the thermofield double state |TFDi� . The green curve

represents the limiting/attractor extremal surface E?, (7.5.14) relevant to the holographic

entanglement entropy for regions anchored on both boundaries.

Let us interpret this construction in the holographic setting. Start with the Euclidean

Schwarzschild-AdSd+1 solution (7.4.3) which computes Z(�). To obtain |TFDi�, we retain

the part of the geometry given by ��

2  tE  0 by shifting the contour a quarter thermal pe-

riod. Evolving this forward in real-time is tantamount to gluing onto this solution the future

half of the real-time geometry as illustrated in Fig. 7.3. We will note that, by construction,

CFTR and CFTL can be viewed as living at tE = 0 and tE = ��

2 , respectively.

7.5 Holographic Quantum Quenches

As we briefly explained, the holographic dual of quantum quench scenario corresponds to

the process of black hole creation. In general the dynamical solution to Einstein’s equations

which describes the gravitational collapse of matter to form a black hole is complicated and

has to be determined numerically. If we are however interested in understanding the qualita-

tive features of such solutions, then it su�ces to be agnostic about the matter that collapses

and model the black hole formation using the collapse of null dust. This is well described

by the Vaidya-AdSd+1 solution, which is the simplest analytic metric for the dynamical pro-

cess of black hole formation. We will first describe this toy model and then explain how to

construct the holographic dual of the boundary state quench (7.1.2).
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IIII
II

IV

• tt t = 0t = 0 CFTRCFTL

Figure 7.2: The Penrose diagram of the eternal Schwarzschild-AdSd+1 black hole. We have drawn

an actual plot with the asymptotic boundaries kept timelike and straight; the reason for

the singularities being bent is explained in [148]. The metric (7.4.1) covers the region I,

which is the domain of outer communication of the black hole. The maximally extended

spacetime includes the rest of the regions II, III, and IV as shown. Region I may be

viewed as the analog of the Rindler wedge of Minkowski spacetime. We also indicate

lines of constant Lorentzian time t (light blue) and spatial coordinate z (light orange)

in regions I and III, respectively. Time runs forward in region I and backward in region

III.

State preparation via Euclidean 
functional integral

Lorentzian (real-time) picture as an 
eternal black hole.



ENTROPY IN GEOMETRY

✦  Geometrically the entropy is encoded in a geometric functional — the 
area in the case of Einstein-Hilbert dynamics for black holes. 

✦  More generally, one can show that this equilibrium entropy in 
gravitational systems is a Noether charge.

Iyer-Wald [gr-qc/9403028]
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equations of motion modulo some boundary terms. In the gravitational context, [89] showed

that these boundary terms via a Noether construction is related to the entropy of the black

hole.

Let us consider a di↵eomorphism-invariant gravitational Lagrangian, which we view as

a (d + 1)-form in bulk. This is to enable us to write the variational expressions without

worrying explicitly about the measure factor. We denote di↵erential forms with a bold-face

font to avoid confusion. We have Sbulk =
R
L(�), with � being our collective label for all the

fields including the bulk metric. The variational calculus for L is encoded in the statement:

�L = E� · �� + d⇥(�, ��) (13.4.12)

in which E� denotes the equations of motion for the field � and d⇥ is the symplectic potential.

It comprises of boundary terms (encoded as a spacetime d-form) that arise upon integration

by parts. These terms depend both on the fields and their first variation, as indicated. The

Noether construction allows us to write down conserved charges from this basic variational

statement.

We want to consider theories that are di↵eomorphism-invariant. By employing the

Noether construction, we can obtain the charge associated with the transformation. This

involves varying the fields along the symmetry direction. A di↵eomorphism, i.e., a coordi-

nate transformation, is implemented by Lie dragging all the fields along a vector field ⇠ that

implements the transformation. Under such a transformation, the change of the Lagrangian

is by a total derivative.

Say we consider an arbitrary vector field ⇠ and vary the Lagrangian under a di↵eomor-

phism generated by it. Since we vary the fields in a direction specified by ⇠A, the change

�⇠� is obtained by taking the correct directional derivative of the field � along the vector.

This is achieved by the Lie derivative operation �⇠� = L⇠�. For example, metric changes

by gAB 7! L⇠gAB = rA⇠B + rB⇠A. Furthermore, denote the interior contraction of a dif-
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◆⇠V = ⇠AVA,A1···Ap�1 . One useful relation to remember is that the Lie derivation along ⇠ can

be expressed as a combination of exterior derivation and interior contraction:

L⇠ = {◆⇠, d} = d◆⇠ + ◆⇠d (13.4.13)

The reader may find [32] a helpful reference for these concepts.

We can now write the change of the Lagrangian under a di↵eomorphism as

�⇠L = L⇠L = d(◆⇠L) , (13.4.14)

where we exploit the fact that L is a top-form and hence dL = 0. The transformation

(13.4.14) must vanish owing the invariance of the theory under coordinate transformations.

Now associated with any symmetry, we should be able to construct a conserved current
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thanks to Noether’s theorem. The current associated with the di↵eomorphism will be de-

noted as JA[⇠]. Instead of writing, the current we will write an expression for its Hodge-dual

J. Define thus the Noether current as the spacetime d-form:

J = ⇥(�, L⇠�) � ◆⇠L (13.4.15)

Note that the above is entirely analogous to the construction of a Hamiltonian from the La-

grangian through a Legendre transformation; this would indeed be the case if the symmetry

was associated with time translations. The conservation J follows from (13.4.12), (13.4.14)

upon using the equations of motion, for

rAJA = dJ[⇠] = d⇥(�, L⇠�) � d(◆⇠L)

= �E� · �� (13.4.16)

We will indicate statements that are true on-shell, i.e., upon using equations of motion with
E
= and thus write:

dJ[⇠]
E
= 0 =) J[⇠]

E
= dQ[⇠] (13.4.17)

This defines the Noether charge (d � 1)-form Q on M.

While these statements are valid for any di↵eomorphism-invariant theory, we can specifi-

cally apply them to a gravitational Lagrangian and restrict attention therein to a stationary

black hole solution of the equations of motion. These geometries have a bifurcate Killing

horizon, which is generated by a Killing field ⇠A

hor
. The future and past horizons H± are

spacetime codimension-1 null surfaces ruled by the null generator ⇠A

hor
and intersect on the

bifurcation surface which is fixed point of ⇠A

hor
. The latter is a codimension-2 extremal sur-

face in the spacetime – we will call it Ehor. Refer to Fig. 13.9 for an illustration of these

features in the Schwarzschild-AdS geometry.
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variation = eqs of motion + boundary terms

symplectic potential = Legendre 
transform of boundary terms

symplectic potential conserved 
modulo eqs of motion
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The horizon generator gives us the black temperature in terms of the surface gravity

T = 

2⇡
, with the latter being defined via ⇠A

hor
rA⇠B

hor
=  ⇠B

hor
. Normalizing ⇠A

hor
such that

 = 2⇡, or equivalently T = 1, it was shown by Wald [254] that the black hole entropy is

the Noether charge:

Sbh =

Z

Ehor

Q[⇠hor] . (13.4.18)

This expression follows by interpreting the relation �⇠L = 0 as the first law of black hole

mechanics. One can further simplify this expression and give an explicit formula for the

black hole entropy in a general theory of gravity. In general, this looks like the variation

of the gravitational Lagrangian with respect to the Riemann curvature tensor (keeping the

metric unchanged). We refer the reader to [89] for further detail of the construction.

To obtain the first law, we also need to know what the definition of the gravitational

energy is. This can be obtained from the Hamiltonian, which is encoded in the symplectic

form. One considers two successive variations of the field �1� and �2� and takes their

commutator to define the d-form !(�1�, �2�) through:

!(�1�, �2�) = �2⇥(�, �1�) � �1⇥(�, �2�) . (13.4.19)

To obtain the Hamiltonian that generates translations along some vector field ⇠A, we simply

integrate ! over a Cauchy surface ⌃̃, by constraining one of the variations to be along the

generator. All told we can write:

�H⇠ =

Z

⌃̃

!(��, L⇠�) (13.4.20)

Using the variation of the Noether current

�J[⇠] = �⇥(�, �⇠�) � ◆⇠ d⇥(�, ��) = !(�⇠�, ��) + d◆⇠⇥(�, ��) (13.4.21)

we obtain upon integrating by parts:

�H⇠

E
=

Z

@⌃̃

⇣
�Q[⇠] � ◆⇠⇥(�, ��)

⌘
(13.4.22)

We are now in a position to derive the statement of the first law. Consider in the black

hole spacetime a Cauchy slice ⌃̃ that extends from the boundary to the bifurcation surface

Ehor. Thence @⌃̃ = Ehor [ ⌃̃
��
B. We define a variational (d � 2) form built from the Noether

charge adapting the general construction to the horizon generator:

�(�, ��, �⇠�) = �Q[⇠hor] � ◆⇠hor
⇥(�, ��) (13.4.23)

The choice of the vector field to be the horizon generator ensures that the second contribution

would vanish on the bifurcation surface Ehor. Therefore we can simplify (13.4.22) and obtain

the desired expression for the black hole first law as:

�Ebh = �H⇠hor

E
=

Z

@⌃̃

�Q[⇠hor] = �Sbh . (13.4.24)

We have made explicit that to derive the above, we need to employ the bulk equations of

motion; the first law holds for linear variations about an on-shell configuration.

✦  The Noether charge that captures entropy involves diffeomorphisms 
along the horizon. 

✦  In the Euclidean picture these are rotations along the thermal circle. 

✦  Thermal diffeomorphisms are responsible for entropy (or free energy). 



NOETHERIAN ENTROPY & ADS/CFT 

✦Given that black hole entropy is Noetherian, it must be that the dual field 
theory can also be interpreted similarly in equilibrium. 

✦Likewise for a subclass of  field theory reduced density matrices the 
entanglement entropy is also Noetherian (eg. spherical domains in the 
vacuum state of a CFT).  

✦Another example is the ground state entropy of the SYK model where the 
emergent SL(2) symmetry appears to control the degeneracy. 

✦How far do these statements generalize? 

✦Can entropy always be given a Noetherian interpretation?

Questions:



Act II

in which we infer some salient facts 

from hydrodynamics



ENTROPY IN EQUILIBRIUM

✦  AdS/CFT maps the gravitational dynamics into a boundary QFT.  

✦  Eternal black holes describe thermal (Gibbsian) states of the QFT. 

✦  How does the Noetherian feature of entropy show up in the QFT?  

✦  Hydrostatic free energy current is a Noether current for thermal 
diffeomorphisms.

✦Thermal equilibrium can be attained in 
any stationary spacetime with a timelike 
Killing field. 

✦Observables can be obtained from a 
statistical field theory on a Riemannian 
space        : the thermal circle fibration 
over a the spatial geometry.

M�



ENTROPY IN EQUILIBRIUM

✦  The hydrostatic partition function on         allows for computation of equal 
time correlation function of conserved currents.   

✦  Fluid view of such hydrostatic configurations when gradients are small:   

Banerjee et al [1203.3544]   
Jensen et al [1203.3566]

�µ =
uµ

T

✦  It then follows that the equilibrium entropy current is the Noether current 
for thermal diffeomorphisms (same argument as before).

thermal vector

HLR [1502.00636]

(Jµ
S )eq = ��⌫ T

µ⌫ + �µPs[�
↵, g↵� ]�⇥µ

PS

M�

W [gµ⌫ ] =

ˆ
M�

ddx
p
�g Ps[�

↵, gµ⌫ ]

➤  local temperature is fixed to be the size of the thermal circle.  

➤  fluid velocity is oriented along the Killing field (the fibre). 

Nµ = Jµ
S + �⌫ T

µ⌫

rµJ
µ
S = 0 =) rµN

µ = 2Tµ⌫r(µ�⌫) = Tµ⌫£�gµ⌫ = 0
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BEYOND EQUILIBRIUM

✦  Deviations from thermal state operate 
on long spatio-temporal scales are 
captured by hydrodynamics. 

✦  In the hydrodynamic limit, dissipation 
leads to entropy production. 

✦  Geometrically, stuff falls behind the 
black hole, the horizon grows, and 
remarkably the local area functional 
leads to a notion of entropy current.
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such dissipative terms as well. We will now argue that this is relatively straightforward and,

using a key result proved in [36, 37], make a case for a complete transport classification, once

the adiabatic story is complete.

5.1 Constraints on dissipative transport

The second law of thermodynamics requires � � 0, so let us recall what is known about dissi-

pative transport. The simplest dissipative terms are the shear and bulk viscosities and charge

conductivity, usually denoted as {⌘, ⇣,�} respectively and enter at first order in gradients.

Recall that at leading order in the gradient expansion, the currents are (see [57]):
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which leads to entropy generation
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1

T
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2 ⌘ �µ⌫ �

µ⌫ + ⇣ ⇥2 + �Ohm v
2
�
. (5.2)

This is consistent with the second law and positive definite for

⌘ � 0 , ⇣ � 0 , �Ohm � 0 . (5.3)

The fact that there are no adiabatic terms at first order, as well as absence of (non-canonical)

corrections to the entropy current, are well known. These statements can be easily derived

from the standard current algebra perspective. However, one may intuitively expect the higher

order story to be much more complex, making it unclear how to proceed. This intuition turns

out to be wrong.

For the moment assume that the adiabatic part of the constitutive relations has been

dealt with. First, let us use the positivity of viscosities and conductivities to define a sub-

class Dv ⇢ D which contains genuinely dissipative/viscous transport. These are terms that

are constrained to be sign-definite by the second law. Terms which are not of this form will

be called sub-dissipative (Ds ⇢ D); these will be allowed to take on any value without causing

trouble for the second law. Much of the material that follows in this subsection was first

explained in [36, 37]. We are mostly going to paraphrase the results first, before unveiling a

more abstract proof inspired by our analysis of adiabaticity in Part II.

Let us understand why the split D = Dv[Ds exists. In the hydrodynamic gradient expan-

sion the divergence of the entropy current captured by � itself admits a gradient expansion

(starting at second order as ideal fluids are non-dissipative):

� = �2 +�3 + · · · (5.4)

where �2 is the quantity given in the r.h.s. of (5.2) (or generalizations thereof). The higher

order �k arise from gradient corrections to both the entropy current and the constitutive
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ENTROPY NEAR-EQUILIBRIUM

✦Bhattacharyya’s Theorem: There exists a hydrodynamic entropy current 
satisfying the local form of second law, as long as leading order 
dissipative terms are sign-definite (e.g., viscosities & conductivities are 
non-negative), provided hydrostatics is consistent with the equilibrium 
partition function.

✦The allowed class of hydrodynamic constitutive relations fall into 8 distinct 
classes of solutions to the adiabaticity equation:

Bhattacharyya [1403.7639]

rµN
µ � 1

2
Tµ⌫ £�gµ⌫ = � � 0

✦One of the 8 classes captures dissipation and entropy production, and is 
parameterized by a 4-tensor which gives a non-negative definite inner 
product on the space of symmetric two-tensors:

Tµ⌫
diss =

1

2
⌘(µ⌫)(⇢�)£�g⇢� � =

1

4
⌘(µ⌫)(⇢�) £�gµ⌫ £�g⇢�

HLR [1502.00636]

Nµ = Jµ
S + �⌫ T

µ⌫

cf., Glorioso, Liu [1612.07705]



HYDRODYNAMIC ENTROPY CURRENT

✦Unlike other conserved charges, the role of entropy current is somewhat 
mysterious, as it emerges in the IR without being manifest in the UV, in 
near-thermal systems.

Bhattacharyya et al [0803.2526] 

✦Very clear in AdS/CFT where 
entropy is a property of horizons 
while conserved charges live on the 
boundary.  

✦Eg., in fluid/gravity the 
hydrodynamic entropy current is 
the pullback of the horizon area/
entropy (or generalizations thereof).



WHEREFROM ENTROPY?

✦Unlike other conserved charges, the role of entropy current is somewhat 
mysterious, as it emerges in the IR without being manifest in the UV, in 
near-thermal systems.

Chesler, Yaffe [0812.2053] 

✦Similar statement may plausibly 
hold in out of equilibrium scenarios.  

✦Thermodynamic entropy is the 
pullback of apparent horizon area, 
as opposed to event horizon area 
(latter being teleological). 

✦ In fluid/gravity limit the long-
wavelength blurs the distinction 
between the two. 

Fig. 3: Plot of the event horizon of the CS spacetime. For ease of visualization we have also plotted

the location of the event horizon of the global Schwarzschild-AdS black hole.

It is easy to confirm that the surface described by (3.9) or (3.13) is indeed a null surface.

For instance, the induced metric on this 2-surface is simply

ds
2
ind =

d`
2

(1� `2)2
, (3.14)

which is clearly degenerate, as required of the event horizon.

Fig. 3 shows a plot of the event horizon. As apparent from the plot, the CS event horizon

lies outside the global event horizon at r+. Indeed, at late Poincaré times, the event horizon

approaches the intersection of the global spacetime boundary I + with the Poincaré horizon.

3.3 Event horizon area & field theory entropy

One of the most important and physically interesting attributes of the event horizon is the

area of its cross-sections, which we would usually take to give the entropy of the corresponding

field theory state. We have seen that the horizon is dynamical, so we expect the area to

18

Figueras, Hubeny, Rangamani, Ross [0902.4696] cf., Engelhardt, Wall [1706.02038] 



ADIABATIC FLUIDS

✦Adiabaticity equation admits 7  inequivalent classes of adiabatic constitutive 
relations (eg., equilibrium data, anomalies, Hall transport etc) which are non-
entropy producing.  

✦Attempting to understand this conservative sub-sector of near equilibrium 
dynamics led to two empirical observations:

❖  One needs two sets of hydrodynamic degrees of freedom with the 
average values appearing in the constitutive relations. 

❖  The adiabaticity equation holds as a Bianchi identity off-shell once one 
introduces a KMS gauge symmetry which gauges thermal diffeos.

HLR [1502.00636]

✦These statements can be rephased in the framework of thermal equivariance. 

✦The free energy current is the Noether current for the thermal KMS gauge 
symmetry.



NON-EQUILIBRIUM EFFECTIVE DYNAMICS

 What is the framework for a consistent Wilsonian treatment of low energy 
dynamics in mixed states of a QFT?  

✦ Integrating out high energy modes starting from microscopic Schwinger-
Keldysh leads to coupling between L and R encoded in influence 
functionals. 

✦ What influence functionals are consistent with microscopic unitarity?

 Hydrodynamics should emerge in interacting quantum systems by 
integrating out irrelevant high energy modes. 

 Low energy modes should be universal.  

 CPT breaking, dissipation, ideally should arise from a dynamical principle. 

 Effective theory should capture stochastic and quantum fluctuations.



Act III

in which we pause to reflect upon non-equilibrium 

effective field theories and learn how one might constrain 

their dynamics to respect microscopic unitary requirements



HYDRODYNAMICS: TRANSPORT, FLUCTUATIONS

✦Hydrodynamics: low energy dynamics of conserved currents in near 
equilibrium situations.

✦Transport is captured by response functions: 
these are the first non-trivial correlators 
involving 1-average and rest difference 
operators.

✦KMS relations relate response functions to fluctuations, e.g., and embody 
the fluctuation-dissipation theorem:

supercharges {QSK , QSK}. The two topological charges are CPT conjugates of each other,2

and ensure that the largest time equation is upheld.
When the initial state is furthermore thermal, ⇢̂initial = ⇢̂T = e�� bH, the correlators can be

obtained (in equilibrium) by analytically continuing Euclidean thermal correlators. Euclidean
thermal periodicity translates then into a set of non-local KMS conditions [17, 18, 43]. The
easy way to see these conditions is to conjugate any operator through the density matrix,
noting the Gibbsian nature results in shifting the temporal argument t 7! t� i � (the direction
of the shift and conjugation is dictated by convergence, so all motion is into the lower-half
complex time plane).

These conditions encode the important fluctuation dissipation relations; indeed for two-
point functions a simple rearrangement of the primitive KMS results in the familiar relation
between the commutator and the anti-commutator modulo the statistical factor.

Tr
⇣
bA(tA) bB(tB ) ⇢̂T

⌘
= Tr

⇣
bB(tB � i �) bA(tA)

⌘

=) h{bA, bB}i = � coth

✓
1

2
� !B

◆
h[bA, bB]i

(2.3) eq:kms

It is traditional in much of the literature to view the KMS condition as a Z2 involution,
owing to the fact that the first line of (2.3) involves a swap of operator order after conjugation;
see [44] for a nice discussion. Indeed [4] implement the KMS condition as a Z2 symmetry,
and argue for an emergent second topological charge to encode the KMS condition. However,
inspired by our previous studies of transport in relativistic fluids that is consistent with the
second law, we argued for a different approach involving an emergent KMS-U(1)T gauge
invariance [2, 3, 19]. This KMS symmetry acts on the fields by thermal translations, as it must.
While the two approaches appear to be superficially different, the actual implementation of
the KMS gauge invariance works through the formalism of extended equivariant cohomological
algebras. At the end of the day, we will end up with a very similar superalgebra constraining
low energy dynamics.3 Rather than repeat the technical exposition which can be found in [6]
we shall give a brief qualitative picture.

Usually one is used to think of thermal equilibrium in terms of statistical mechanics, in the
Euclidean formulation of the QFT, owing to the fact that we can consider the thermal circle
to be fibered non-trivially over the spatial geometry. The thermal equivariance formalism,
heuristically can be viewed as extending this fibration to the physical spacetime (see Fig.1).
In this extended spacetime, we ask that the resulting physics be independent of the choice of

2
We note here that [4] also argue for a BRST symmetry, with the difference that they require only one

BRST charge to ensure the correct Schwinger-Keldysh functional integral localization upon source alignment.

See [42] for further comments.
3

The main distinction at this stage is that while we postulate an emergent U(1)T symmetry, we do not

describe in any detail, the dynamics of the associated gauge sector. Assuming, the dynamics to imply that

there is a non-trivial background gauge field, we can freeze out the gauge modes, leaving behind an algebra

that agrees with [4] in the high temperature limit. We note that their construction is also most reliable in this

limit; in this context the superalgebra of interest is well known in the statistical mechanics literature and has

been used to good effect to derive the non-equilibrium form of the second law in [45].
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✦Look to constructing an effective field theory that captures all 
hydrodynamic transport & attendant fluctuations.



THE TOPOLOGICAL SECTOR

✦Framework for encoding the constraints of Schwinger-Keldysh functional 
integrals and KMS relations involves topological gauge theory of thermal 
diffeomorphisms.

Im(t)

Re(t)

xi

Figure 2. Illustration of the spacetime picture as it emerges from the proposed KMS gauge invariance.
We upgrade the spacetime manifold on which our quantum system resides to a thermal fibre bundle.
The grey manifold represents a Lorentzian spacetime with a typical Cauchy slice indicated in red.
We assume local thermal equilibrium (as in, e.g., hydrodynamics) at each spacetime point which
guarantees a thermal vector �µ. Geometrically we encode this vector field as a circle fibration with a
thermal circle whose size is set by the local temperature. The KMS transformations we seek implement
equivariance with respect to thermal translations along this local imaginary time circle. Restricting
to a gauge slice corresponds picking a Lorentzian section of this fibration. Note that the size of the
thermal circle is exaggerated; our arguments are clean in the high temperature limit where the size of
the thermal circle is much smaller than the fluctuation scale.

are the standard exterior derivations (the Weil charges). Finally, the Lie derivation can be

naturally identified with LKMS , consistent with our observation that the operator provides a

means of ascertaining the deviation from the exact KMS condition.

Having established this algebra isomorphism, let us address the next question: what

is the SK-KMS algebra equivariant with respect to? We should identify the gauge algebra

to complete the specification of the symmetry of the thermal QFTs. Naively, based on the

vanishing of the structure constants one might conclude that the symmetry algebra is Abelian.

However, before we rush to this conclusion we should be aware that we obtained the SK-KMS

algebra as acting on the operator superalgebra of our quantum system, which is analogous

to M in our discussion of equivariant cohomology. We know from our review in Part II that

the interior contraction operations do not act non-trivially on the topological space M. So it

is not entirely clear at this stage whether we should declare the algebra to be Abelian. More

precisely, the superoperators (6.1) annihilate the usual covariant superfields. E↵ectively, we

appear to have managed to construct the overall algebraic operations without any information

about the underlying gauge structure. Nevertheless, we can recover the requisite information

if we examine the role played by the Lie derivation carefully.

The operator LKMS generates infinitesimal gauge transformations. It acts on Hilbert

space operators O and takes them around the thermal circle; its action is to compute the
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(⇤1,⇤2)� = ⇤1£�⇤2 � ⇤2£�⇤1



THE SCHWINGER-KELDYSH SUPER-QUARTET

✦Macroscopic theory involves two sets of degrees of freedom  

❖  the average or classical fields (which dissipate) 

❖ the difference or quantum/stochastic fluctuation fields 

✦Consistent couplings are dictated by the ghost fields that are now part of 
the BRST multiplet. All of this structure can be nicely captured in a 
superspace that is locally                  coordinatized by                          . R(d�1,1)|2 zI = {�a, ✓, ✓̄}

✦Advantage: ensure that low energy influence functionals are consistent 
with microscopic unitarity and fluctuation-dissipation relations. 

✦The BRST symmetry ensures both the largest time equation (difference 
operators can’t be future-most) & the KMS relations.



THE MALLICK-MOSHE-ORLAND LIMIT

✦The thermal superalgebra involves supercharges obeying 

by working with two gauge covariant Cartan charges Q and Q. Being gauge covariant, they

are not nilpotent, but rather square to a gauge transformation, which in the present case is

captured by LKMS . One finds by manipulating Eq. (A.14)[4]:
14

Q2 = (F̊
✓̄✓̄
|
✓̄=✓=0

)LKMS , Q2
= (F̊✓✓|✓̄=✓=0

)LKMS ,
⇥
Q,Q

⇤
±
= (F̊

✓✓̄
|
✓̄=✓=0

)LKMS (2.5)

As a di↵erential operator LKMS is realized as the operation �� = �i(1� e
�i �� ) ⇡ �� , which

implements a translation in the thermal direction, introduced in [4]. The super-field strength

F̊IJ is the one associated with the gauge field of U(1)T.

We can now compare the two algebras: suppose we identify Q and Q of HLR in [4, 7]

with �̄ and �, respectively of [8]. The disadvantage of the equivariant cohomology presentation

is that there are a whole slew of extra ghost fields (the Vafa-Witten quintet of [7]). It has

been argued in [4, 7] that most of the covariant ghost of ghost fields which include F̊
✓̄✓̄
| and

F̊✓✓| can be gauge fixed to zero, insofar as the macroscopic dynamics of the hydrodynamic

fields is concerned. The only field that plays a non-trivial role is the ghost number zero field

F̊
✓✓̄
|, which picks up a non-trivial vacuum expectation value in the thermal state, owing to

spontaneous CPT symmetry breaking in a dissipative system. Note that it is an important

ingredient of our approach to recognize the emergent second law and arrow of time in the fluid

system as a consequence of the spontaneous breaking of the microscopic CPT symmetry (see

[51, 52] for a detailed discussion). The U(1)T symmetry provides a dynamical mechanism for

this: we choose the CPT breaking value hF̊
✓✓̄
|i = �i for the order parameter of dissipation.15

With this understanding, we can simplify (2.5) to16

Q2 = 0 , Q2
= 0 ,

⇥
Q,Q

⇤
±
= �iLKMS 7! i£� (2.6)

In general £� Lie drags operators along the thermal circle17, but on scalars it acts as �a
@a.

In the static gauge, where �a=0 = �, �a=I = 0 this is indeed � @t, which then gives a precise

correspondence between the two algebras (2.4) and (2.6).

To put it in a nutshell, despite the di↵ering motivations, the superalgebras used by the

two groups to constrain hydrodynamic e↵ective actions is the same in the high temperature

limit. The main distinction is that (2.4) extends to beyond the high temperature limit and

thus is aware of the detailed quantum statistics.18 HLR have not made a conjecture about the

quantum algebra, though it is easy to speculate that the structure is closely connected to that

obtained by exponentiating the U(1)T algebra introduced in [3] to figure out the finite action

of U(1)T as a group. While we have not been as yet able to prove it, we would be willing to

speculate that the requisite group is the Virasoro-Bott group obtained by exponentiating the

14
The relevant arguments are explained in some detail in Sections 5 and 6 of [7].

15
See, e.g., [5] for a motivation of this choice.

16
There are algebraic subtleties with the interpretation of signs, which are explained in [7].

17
The operator £� refers to the Lie drag operation on worldvolume along the background vector �a

.
18

The high temperature limit, as the reader can immediately appreciate is equivalent to the classical limit,

since the quantum statistical distributions, Bose-Einstein or Fermi-Dirac, degenerate to the classical Maxwell-

Boltzmann distribution.
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by working with two gauge covariant Cartan charges Q and Q. Being gauge covariant, they

are not nilpotent, but rather square to a gauge transformation, which in the present case is
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system as a consequence of the spontaneous breaking of the microscopic CPT symmetry (see
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this: we choose the CPT breaking value hF̊
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To put it in a nutshell, despite the di↵ering motivations, the superalgebras used by the

two groups to constrain hydrodynamic e↵ective actions is the same in the high temperature

limit. The main distinction is that (2.4) extends to beyond the high temperature limit and

thus is aware of the detailed quantum statistics.18 HLR have not made a conjecture about the

quantum algebra, though it is easy to speculate that the structure is closely connected to that

obtained by exponentiating the U(1)T algebra introduced in [3] to figure out the finite action

of U(1)T as a group. While we have not been as yet able to prove it, we would be willing to

speculate that the requisite group is the Virasoro-Bott group obtained by exponentiating the
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The relevant arguments are explained in some detail in Sections 5 and 6 of [7].
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See, e.g., [5] for a motivation of this choice.
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There are algebraic subtleties with the interpretation of signs, which are explained in [7].
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✦ The universal gauge multiplet has exactly one component with vanishing 
ghost number: the bottom component of        . 

✤ Assumption: The topological gauge dynamics is consistent with the 
existence of a vacuum where                     & CPT is spontaneously broken. hF̊✓✓̄|i = �i

F̊✓✓̄

✦This algebra has appeared in the statistical mechanics literature in the 
context of stochastic Langevin dynamics & is the high temperature version 
of the algebra derived in related works:

Crossley, Glorioso, Liu  [1511.03646]

�2 = �̄2 = 0, {�, �̄} = 2 tanh

✓
i

2
� @t

◆
' i� @t

Mallick, Moshe, Orland  [1009.4800]



BROWNIAN  PARTICLE

✦Brownian particle immersed in a fluid undergoes dissipative motion. 

✦Langevin effective action: worldvolume B0-brane theory.

✦Data for the worldvolume theory: thermal equivariant multiplets for target 
space coordinate map and thermal gauge field data. 

X̊ = {X,X , X ̄, X̃}

just write

Å ⌘ Åt dt+ Å✓ d✓ + Å✓̄ d✓̄

⌘
�
✓ �

T
+ ✓̄ �0

T
+ ✓̄✓ ⌘̄

�
d✓ +

�
✓̄ �T � ✓̄✓ ⌘

�
d✓̄ ,

(6.23) eq:AWZ

Likewise the full position supermultiplet (6.20) reduces to the more familiar form (6.9).

In this Wess-Zumino gauge we can easily evaluate the Cartan charge action. We would

write as before

d = dSK + IKMS

✓̄ �T
� IKMS

✓̄✓ ⌘ ,

d̄ = d̄SK + IKMS

✓ �
T

+ IKMS

✓̄ �0
T
+ IKMS

✓̄✓ ⌘̄ .
(6.24) eq:QClangevin

so that on the position multiplet the action by {Q,Q} is given by

[Q, X]± ⌘ D̊✓̄X̊| = X ,
h
Q, X 

i

±
⌘ D̊✓̄D̊✓X̊| = �X̃ + �0

T
��X ,

[Q, X ]± ⌘ D̊✓̄D̊✓̄X̊| = �T��X ,
h
Q, X̃

i

±
⌘ D̊✓̄D̊✓D̊✓̄X̊| = �0

T
��X � �T��X + ⌘��X ,

⇥
Q, X

⇤
±
⌘ D̊✓X̊| = X ,

h
Q, X 

i

±
⌘ D̊✓D̊✓X̊| = �

T
��X ,

⇥
Q, X 

⇤
±
⌘ D̊✓D̊✓̄X̊| = X̃ ,

h
Q, X̃

i

±
⌘ D̊✓D̊✓D̊✓̄X̊| = �

T
��X .

(6.25) eq:PositionCartan

This set of equations was previously written down in [10]. Similarly, (6.22) defines also the

action on the ghost of ghost quintet. Using the identities (5.8) for gauge invariant field

strength components, one can readily verify the following relations:

⇥
Q,�0

T

⇤
±
⌘ D̊✓̄F̊✓✓̄| = ⌘ ,

⇥
Q,�0

T

⇤
±
⌘ D̊✓F̊✓✓̄| = ⌘̄ ,

[Q,�T ]± ⌘ D̊✓̄F̊✓̄✓̄| = 0 ,
⇥
Q,�T

⇤
±
⌘ D̊✓F̊✓̄✓̄| = �⌘ ,

⇥
Q,�

T

⇤
±
⌘ D̊✓̄F̊✓✓| = �⌘̄ ,

⇥
Q,�

T

⇤
±
⌘ D̊✓F̊✓✓| = 0 ,

[Q, ⌘]± ⌘ D̊2
✓̄ F̊✓✓̄| = (�,�0

T
)� ,

⇥
Q, ⌘

⇤
±
⌘ D̊✓D̊✓̄F̊✓✓̄| = (�T ,�T

)� ,

[Q, ⌘̄]± ⌘ D̊✓̄D̊✓F̊✓✓̄| = (�
T
,�T)� ,

⇥
Q, ⌘̄

⇤
±
⌘ D̊2

✓ F̊✓✓̄| = (�
T
,�0

T
)� .

(6.26) eq:GaugeCartan

[should we perhaps give more details about FIJ and its derivatives and Bianchi identity?]

Note that all these transformations ensure that Q2, Q2
,
⇥
Q,Q

⇤
±
are pure gauge, i.e., they

generate time translations with gauge parameters �T , �T
, �0

T
respectively. We have now all

the ingredients to formulate the Schwinger-Keldysh e↵ective theory of Langevin dynamics,

using equivariant language.

6.4 E↵ective action and fluctuation-dissipation
sec:LangActions

Our philosophy is to write down a worldvolume theory of the Brownian particle that explicitly

makes manifest the full NT = 2 symmetry. To this end we have already identified the various
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✦Effective action with the symmetries is simply.

bracket, which acts to gauge transform all the matter fields. Given a gauge parameter ⇤̊ we

denote a gauge transformation of a matter multiplet X̊ via

(⇤̊, X̊)� = ⇤̊£�X̊ = ⇤̊��X̊ = ⇤̊�
d

dt
X̊ . (6.15) eq:betabrkX

One may view this as the action of the gauge symmetry on the fundamental representation.

We can work out the analog of the adjoint representation by examining the Wess-Zumino

commutator of the successive gauge transformations. The Jacobi identity, for instance, fixes

the action of thermal bracket on adjoint superfields, so that under U(1)T transformation

⇤̊0 7! ⇤̊0 + (⇤̊, ⇤̊0)� with

(⇤̊, ⇤̊0)� = ⇤̊£�⇤̊
0 � ⇤̊0£�⇤̊ . (6.16) eq:adbetabrk

We are now in a position to remedy the lack of explicit action of the U(1)T symmetry

in §6.2 by incorporating the gauge dodecuplet into the construction. We introduce the gauge

superfield superspace one-form as in (5.3) and associated field strength and covariant deriva-

tive. The main change from Eqs. (5.4) and (5.5) is that the gauge algebra is generated by

the thermal bracket (6.16) as appropriate for adjoint-valued gauge fields.

While it is possible to write down the full gauge field one-form, to keep the present

discussion under control we are going to exploit the following fact. The Brownian particle

has a one-dimensional worldline which means that any gauge field associated with it can be

trivially gauge fixed to zero. This implies that we can w.l.o.g. set the temporal component

Åt = 0. Then we are only required to deal with the octet of fields in the Å✓ and Å✓̄ superfields.

The structure of the Weil charge action discussed in §5.2 leads to the construction

Å✓̄ ⌘ GT + ✓̄

⇢
�T � 1

2
(GT , GT)�

�
+ ✓

⇢
BT � 1

2
(GT , GT)�

�

� ✓̄✓

⇢
⌘ + (GT ,�T)� � (GT , BT)� +

1

2
(GT , (GT , GT)�)�

�

Å✓ ⌘ GT + ✓

⇢
�

T
� 1

2
(GT , GT)�

�
+ ✓̄

⇢
�0

T
�BT � 1

2
(GT , GT)�

�

+ ✓̄✓

⇢
⌘ + (GT ,�

0
T
)� � (GT ,�

0
T
�BT)� +

1

2
(GT , (GT , GT)�)�

�

(6.17) eq:Asuper

In writing the above we have given a subscript T to the gauge multiplets to denote their

origin from the thermal KMS invariance. The thermal bracket acts on the Grassmann-odd

parameters as in (6.16), but with the usual extra sign; to wit,

(Â, B̂)� ⌘ Â�� B̂ � (�)AB
B̂�� Â (6.18)

for adjoint operators such as GT , BT , GT ,�T , ⌘,�
0
T
,�

T
, ⌘̄.

With the gauge superfield Å at hand, we can immediately define a gauge invariant field

strength in complete analogy with the field strength in generic extended equivariant coho-

mology, c.f. Eq. (5.5):

F̊IJ ⌘ (1� 1

2
�IJ)

⇣
@IÅJ � (�)IJ@JÅI + (ÅI , ÅJ)�

⌘
. (6.19)
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gauge covariant derivative to act as

D̊I = @I + [ÅI , · ] , (5.4) eq:covDI

which implies that the field strength is given by

F̊IJ ⌘ (1� 1

2
�IJ)

⇣
@I ÅJ � (�)IJ @J ÅI + [ÅI , ÅJ ]

⌘
, (5.5) eq:fdef

In addition it is also convenient to define the following non-covariant object:

B̊✓✓̄ ⌘ @✓Å✓̄ +
1

2
[Å✓, Å✓̄] . (5.6)

This will be useful to pick out a particular non-gauge covariant field. Our definition explicitly

breaks the symmetry between ✓ and ✓̄, for under an exchange of these super-coordinates we

have B̊✓✓̄ 7! F̊✓✓̄ � B̊✓✓̄.

The covariant derivatives along the super-coordinates {✓, ✓̄} can be treated as the Cartan

charges: dC = D̊✓̄ , dC = D̊✓. This enables us to use the field strengths to define the covariant

fields that we will employ to parameterize the extended cohomological structure. As in our

previous discussion, the bottom component of the superfields Å✓ and Å✓̄ will be taken to be

ghost fields (with opposite ghost numbers). The other components of the gauge multiplets

can be filled out in terms of the field strengths. We find it useful to parameterize the super-

components (the ghosts and ghosts for ghosts) in the following fashion. First we pick out the

gauge non-invariant combinations and use them to define the various ghost fields (i.e., ghost

valued connection forms):

Å✓̄| = G , Å✓| = Ḡ , B̊✓✓̄| = B . (5.7) eq:triplet

We will refer to these fields as the Faddeev-Popov ghost triplet.

The remaining five fields which make up the superfields Å✓ and Å✓̄ are captured and

denoted as follows:

F̊✓̄✓̄| = � , F̊✓✓| = � , F̊✓✓̄| = �0 ,

D̊✓̄F̊✓✓̄| = ⌘ , D̊✓F̊✓✓̄| = ⌘ . (5.8) eq:quintet

We will henceforth refer to them as the Vafa-Witten ghost of ghost quintet following [18] where

this structure was first described. Finally, we have four more (vector) fields in the gauge

potential Åa, making up the vector quartet which we parameterize in a covariant fashion as

Åa| = Aa , F̊✓̄a| = �a , F̊✓a| = �a , D̊✓F̊✓̄a| = Fa . (5.9) eq:quartet

The ghost charge assignments for these fields can be worked out once we pick a convention

that assigns

gh(✓) = +1 , gh(✓̄) = �1 , (5.10) eq:ghththb
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SB0 =

ˆ
dt d✓ d✓̄

(
m

2

⇣
D̊tX̊

⌘2
� U(X̊)� i ⌫ D̊✓X̊D̊✓̄X̊

)

X̃

X

Martin, Siggia, Rose (1973)   
Parisi, Sourlas (1982)

✦MSR action follows as the basic thermal  gauge invariant effective action of the 
worldline theory after CPT breaking
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HYDRODYNAMIC SIGMA MODELS

physical fluidworldvolume/reference spacetime

�µ

gµ⌫

Xµ

�̊I

zI = {�a, ✓, ✓̄}

X̊µ(z)g̊IJ

ÅI

classical position X and the quantum/stochastic/fluctuation field X̃. The dynamics of the
Brownian particle can be then described by a worldline BRST symmetric action [11, 46],
which as explained in [2, 5] is the simplest example of the thermal equivariant sigma model.
This led us to describe the dynamics of Brownian branes, which are brane like objects of
various codimension which, when immersed in the fluid, undergo generalized Brownian motion.
Hydrodynamics then is the theory of a space-filling Brownian brane (while Langevin dynamics
corresponds to B0-brane dynamics).

The proposal then is to invoke the underlying Schwinger-Keldysh intuition and view the
target space maps Xµ

(�), the pion fields of the sigma model, as vector Goldstones arising from
broken difference diffeomorphisms of the doubled construction. It is worth noting that such a
description is necessary; the structural part of hydrodynamics is ‘universal’, since it is agnostic
of the microscopic constituents of our quantum system. The symmetry breaking pattern better
be reflective of this fact. The details of the quantum system matter in determining the actual
values of the hydrodynamic transport data (the analog the pion coupling constants the chiral
Lagrangian). This perspective is also clear from the fluid/gravity correspondence (see [47, 48]).
The fluctuation fields will then arise from the modes that couple to average diffeomorphisms
in the doubled construction.

3.2 Symmetries of the hydrodynamic sigma models
sec:symhydro

Let us now take stock of the symmetries inherent in the thermal Schwinger-Keldysh construc-
tion, encapsulated within the notion of thermal equivariance as described in §2, and upgrade
the hydrodynamic Goldstone dynamics of §3.1 to be cognizant of them. We have seen that
the symmetries arising from the microscopic picture, viz., U(1)T gauge invariance, together
with CPT and ghost number conservation are easily encoded in superspace.

This entails that we should first upgrade the worldvolume to superspace parameterized
by zI

= {�a, ✓, ✓̄}. The thermal vector will be uplifted to a thermal super-vector �̊I . Since we
have worldvolume diffeomorphisms that upgrade themselves to superdiffeomorphisms, we will
exploit some of the freedom to gauge fix components of the reference super-thermal vector as
indicated in (2.5).

Furthermore, we realize that the target space maps which are sigma model fields should
be upgraded to superfields following (2.4): Xµ

(�) 7! X̊µ
(z), viz.,

X̊µ
= Xµ

+ ✓Xµ

 
+ ✓̄Xµ

 
+ ✓̄✓

⇣
X̃µ � �

µ

⇢�  
⇢
 �

⌘
(3.1) eq:xsf0

However, not only do the bosonic hydrodynamic pions get upgraded to a superfield, but
we also should obtain the spacetime Grassmann odd partners, leading to a spacetime triplet
of superfields {X̊µ

(z), ⇥̊(z), ˚̄⇥(z)}. Note that this structure is enforced by the way we wish
to implement the Schwinger-Keldysh construction. Even in the physical spacetime we have to
allow for the superspace structure, since after all it is there that our quantum system resides
(and it is the quantum operators that get uplifted to super-operators).
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✦Hydrodynamic action is a deformation of a topological field theory 
reflecting the near-topological nature of the observables. 

The physical spacetime is equipped with a background metric gµ⌫ which being a back-
ground source, we are free to pick at will. We will use this freedom to demand

gµ⇥ = g
µ⇥̄

= 0 , g
⇥⇥̄

= �g
⇥̄⇥

= i . (3.2) eq:gsptgauge

Note that we are only turning on bottom components for the spacetime metric, which will
suffice for the rest of the discussion.

The symmetries alluded to above, viz., superdiffeomorphisms, CPT, and ghost number
symmetries act as usual on these. In addition the action of U(1)T is given as in (2.6); for
instance

(⇤̊, X̊µ
)� = ⇤̊ �a@aX̊

µ , (3.3) eq:xut

and similarly for {⇥̊(z), ˚̄⇥(z)}. We will refer to this action as the action of U(1)T on funda-
mental representation (or 0-adjoints, see somewhere for U(1)T representation theory).

On the worldvolume, the U(1)T gauge symmetry requires that we have in addition to the
reference super-vector (which mainly picks out the reference frame) the ÅI super-form super-
field. Since {X̊µ, ⇥̊, ˚̄⇥} carry non-trivial U(1)T charges, gauge invariance on the worldvolume
requires that we work with suitable gauge covariant objects. To this end, the pullback map
onto the worldvolume will be implemented in an U(1)T covariant manner. As a result the
worldvolume metric gab gets uplifted to a superfield g̊IJ

g̊IJ(z) = gµ⌫(X̊(z)) D̊IX̊
µ D̊JX̊⌫

+ g
⇥⇥̄

⇣
D̊I⇥̊ D̊J

˚̄
⇥ � D̊I

˚̄
⇥ D̊J ⇥̊

⌘
. (3.4) eq:gref

where we have already incorporated our gauge condition (3.2) to simplify this expression.7

Our goal will be to construct a topological sigma model governing the dynamics of the
fields {X̊µ, ⇥̊, ˚̄⇥}. With the symmetries at hand, such a theory has been engineered to capture
the constraints arising from the Schwinger-Keldysh construction in thermal states. However,
the physical fluid dynamical theory is not a topological field theory; fluids have non-trivial
dynamics. To get the physical hydrodynamic data we should should deform away from the
topological limit. This can be easily achieved by de-aligning the sources for the left and
right fields. This implies turning on the difference metric to obtain the physical the energy-
momentum tensor.

We obtain the energy-momentum tensor on the world-volume and then push it forward
to the physical spacetime, and so will turn on a difference source hIJ on the world-volume,
i.e.,

g̊IJ(z) ! g̊IJ(z) + ✓̄ ✓ hIJ(�) . (3.5) eq:grefh

Given the worldvolume Lagrangian, varying it with respect to the source deformation hIJ will
give us the (worldvolume) fluid dynamical stress tensor TIJ . The dynamics for the fields will
be obtained by variation with respect to the fields X̊µ; for the classical field Xµ, the dynamics

7
We will have more to say about super-index contraction soon, since there are non-trivial signs involved.

We will by and large adhere to de Witt conventions [49].
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X̊µ 7! X̊µ + ⇤̊£�X̊
µ



EFFECTIVE ACTIONS

4 Topological sigma models for dissipative hydrodynamics
sec:topsigma

We are now in a position to make our central claim and write explicit hydrodynamic effective
actions. All of hydrodynamic transport consistent with the second law is described by effective
actions of the form [1]

Swv =

ˆ
dd� Lwv , Lwv =

ˆ
d✓ d✓̄

p
�̊g

z̊
L̊[̊gIJ , �a, D̊I ] . (4.1) eq:fullLag

consistent with worldvolume diffeomorphism invariance and U(1)T invariance. That is, any
Lagrangian that is allowed by the NT = 2 symmetry of U(1)T covariant Schwinger-Keldysh
formalism is allowed and is consistent with the second law, and these actions are complete vis
a vis hydrodynamic transport at all orders in the derivative expansion.10

We will now give details on the form of such actions. The measure for superspace inte-
gration involves the field

z̊ = 1 + �̊I ÅI (4.2) eq:zdef

which explicitly depends on the gauge field. Its origins can be traced back to the fact that
our pullback maps are implemented using the gauge covariant derivative (3.4). Given the
transformation of the hydrodynamic pions (3.3) it is easy to check that

D̊IX̊
µ

= @IX̊
µ

+ (ÅI , X̊
µ
)� = (�)

J

⇣
� J

I + ÅI �̊J

⌘
@JX̊µ . (4.3) eq:Dparz

Consequently, we end up with factors of z̊ when taking traces, determinants, etc.
We also are now at a point, where we should specify our super-index contraction conven-

tions. We follow the conventions described in the book by de Witt [49], which says that when
adjacent super-indices are contracted from south-west to north-east %, there is no sign, but
one picks up a Grassmann sign when indices are contracted from north-west to south-east &.
One therefore would write

g̊IJ g̊JK
= � K

I , (�)
J g̊IJ g̊JK = �I

K . (4.4) eq:deWitt1

Note that the index placements are all important since any swap of indices ends up leading to
extra signs. In general, contraction of separated indices is carried out by checking what the
relative sign would be to bring the two indices being contracted next to each other:

T̊I1···ImK1 ···Kn
L1 ···Lp M1 ···Mq = (�)

J(1+
P

i Ki+
P

j Lj) T̊I1···ImJ K1 ···Kn
L1 ···Lp J M1 ···Mq (4.5) eq:dwconven

where the sign is such that the contraction of the tensor is still a tensor. We will however leave
this sign implicit in various formulae below, to keep them reasonably readable. The reader
should exercise care in contracting indices (we will give examples in §5).

We now describe how the effective actions (4.1) maintains consistency with the second
law, gives rise to the correct dynamical equations of motion, and note some additional salient
features. Some of these have already been noted earlier in [1] but there will be some new
elements, specially those that pertain to superspace statements.

10
This holds in the usual perturbation or effective field theory sense, i.e., we are not claiming to have a

non-perturbative theory.
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✦Hydrodynamic effective actions can be constructed as superspace 
integrals

4 Dissipative effective action and entropy inflow mechanism

We are now in a position to make our central claim and write explicit hydrodynamic effective
actions. We posit the following:

All of hydrodynamic transport consistent with the second law is described by effective actions
of the form

Swv =

ˆ
dd� Lwv , Lwv =

ˆ
d✓ d✓̄

p
�̊g

z̊
L̊[̊gIJ , �a, D̊I , g̊

( )
IJ , g̊( )IJ ] , (4.1)

provided the following symmetries are respected:

1. Invariance under U(1)T thermal diffeomorphisms and NT = 2 BRST symmetry.

2. Physical spacetime superdiffeomorphisms X µ̆ 7! X µ̆
+ bH µ̆

(X), with bH µ̆
(X) being a

target super-vector.

3. Worldvolume diffeomorphisms zI 7! zI
+f I

(�a
), with f I

(�a
) being a worldvolume super-

vector.

4. Anti-linear CPT involution.

5. Ghost number conservation.

In addition we require that the imaginary part of this action is constrained to be positive
Im(Swv) � 0 (see Appendix A of [7] for a clear discussion).

To rephrase this statement: any Lagrangian that is allowed by the NT = 2 symmetry
of U(1)T covariant Schwinger-Keldysh formalism is allowed and is consistent with the second
law, and these actions are complete vis a vis hydrodynamic transport at all orders in the
derivative expansion.15

Some comments and explanations are in order:

• In writing the action we introduced a derivative operator D̊I which upgrades the U(1)T

covariant derivative introduced in (2.12) to allow for construction of superdiffeomorphism
covariant tensors. We will only require that this derivative operator be such that: (i) we
can integrate by parts, and (ii) D̊I �̊ = D̊I �̊ (i.e., the action on scalars agrees with the
U(1)T covariant derivative); we make no further assumption about the connection that
specifies it. Importantly, it will not be required to be metric compatible, which upends
some of the standard intuition. In Appendix J we discuss what classes of connections are
compatible with this assumption, and construct and explicit example that we work with
for explicit computations in §5 and §6. Our choice of connection for explicit computations
is summarized in §5.2.16

15 This holds in the usual perturbation or effective field theory sense, i.e., we are not claiming to have a
non-perturbative theory.

16 In actual implementation we also require that the commutators of the two derivatives on scalars agrees
and closed on U(1)T field strengths, which can be defined in the absence of a metric connection.
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✦  Invariance under thermal diffeos and SK-KMS BRST symmetries. 

✦Target spacetime superdiffeomorphisms 

✦  Restricted worldvolume diffeomorphisms 

✦CPT & ghost charge conservation.

• The measure for superspace integration involves the field

z̊ = 1 + �̊I ÅI (4.2)

which explicitly depends on the gauge field. Its origins can be traced back to the fact
that our pullback maps are implemented using the gauge covariant derivative (3.5).
Given the transformation of the hydrodynamic pions (3.4) it is easy to check that

D̊IX̊
µ

= D̊IX̊
µ

= @IX̊
µ

+ (ÅI , X̊
µ
)� = (�)

J
⇣
� J
I + ÅI �̊J

⌘
@JX̊µ . (4.3)

Consequently, we end up with factors of z̊ when taking traces, determinants, etc., as
noted in [1]:

ddX d⇥ d⇥̄

p
�g̊ = dd� d✓ d✓̄

p
�̊g

det[@IX̊ µ̆
]

det[D̊IX̊ µ̆]
= dd� d✓ d✓̄

p
�̊g

z̊
. (4.4)

• We have also introduced the fields

g̊( )IJ ⌘ D̊✓g̊IJ , g̊( )IJ ⌘ D̊✓̄g̊IJ . (4.5)

These turn out to be covariant 2-tensors consistent with all our symmetries (as explained
in Appendix I.1).

• Finally, note that symmetries 1, 2, and 3 are manifest in our formulation, while 4 and 5
can be trivially implemented.

We now describe how the effective actions of the form (4.1) maintain consistency with
the second law, give rise to the correct dynamical equations of motion, and note some ad-
ditional salient features. Most of these are summarized in the companion paper [13], and
non-superspace versions of some statements have already been noted earlier in [1].

4.1 Super-adiabaticity from U(1)T Bianchi identity

Let us first see how the action maintains consistency with the second law. To this end consider
the Ward identity associated with a U(1)T gauge transformation by a parameter ⇤̊. Define
the energy-momentum and free-energy Noether super-currents17

T̊IJ ⌘ 2p
�̊g

�

�̊gIJ

⇣p
�̊g L̊

⌘
,

N̊I ⌘ � z̊p
�̊g

�

�ÅI

✓p
�̊g

z̊
L̊

◆
.

(4.6)

17 Note that variation of with respect to g̊IJ inside {̊g( )

IJ , g̊( )

IJ } is well defined since integration by parts of
the Grassmann odd derivatives in {̊g( )

IJ = D̊✓̄ g̊IJ , g̊
( )

IJ = D̊✓ g̊IJ} is allowed in this case. See Appendix I.1.
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Symmetries constraining the action:
HLR [1511.07809,1803.11155]

Crossley, Glorioso, Liu  [1511.03646,1701.07817] 
Gao, Liu [1701.07445] 
Jensen et al [1701.07436,1804.04654]



EFFECTIVE ACTIONS

This coupling is generic, as can be seen from the fact that every occurance of the source hab

(which by definition contributes to the energy-momentum tensor) is accompanied by a g̃ab.
Partial integration yields the following:

ˆ p
�g X̃µr⌫T

µ⌫ (5.17)

where rµ is the usual Christoffel connection with respect to the target space metric gµ⌫ .

5.3 Zeroth order: Ideal fluidsec:mmoideal
The effective superspace action has the form (4.1) with the Lagrangian being simply the
pressure superfield. We parameterize the action by a scalar superfield ˚f(˚)T and explicitly
evaluate it in the MMO limit to be

L̊
(ideal)

=

p
�̊g

z̊
f̊(T̊ )

=
p

�g f(T )

✓
1 + ✓̄✓


1

2
gcd

(hcd + g̃cd) � �a Fa +
f0(T )

f(T )
T̃

�◆ (5.18) eq:sfL0

Here we have kept all classical and fluctuation fields, but have discarded ghost contributions.
After the superspace integration we will end up with:

L
(ideal)

wv =

ˆ
d✓d✓̄ L̊

(ideal)
⌘ D̊✓D̊✓̄ L̊

(ideal) ��
✓=✓̄=0

=
p

�g f(T )

✓
1

2
gcd (hcd + g̃cd) � �a Fa +

f0(T )

f(T )
T̃

◆
+

�
B�,

p
�g f(T )

�
�

(5.19) eq:wvL0

The last term on the right hand side is a total derivative and therefore irrelevant in the
action. From the coefficients of the deformations hab and Fa we can easily read off the energy-
momentum tensor and free energy current, respectively:

Tab

(ideal)
⌘ 2p

�g

�L(ideal)
wv

�hab

= f(T )

✓
gab

+
f0(T )

f(T )
T 3 �a �b

◆
,

Na

(ideal)
⌘ � 1p

�g

�L(ideal)
wv

�Fa

= f(T ) �a ,

(5.20) eq:TNwvdefideal

The entropy current is related to the free energy current via (4.11). It can also be obtained
directly from the action by varying also the Fa inside g̃ab (see (5.4)). The tensor Tab

(ideal)

encodes both pressure p(T ) and energy density "(T ), which are obtained from the function f.
We identify

p(T ) = f(T ) , "(T ) = T f0(T ) � f(T ) (5.21) eq:pepsfT

Note that there are no source terms in the ideal fluid for the components T✓a

(ideal)
, T✓̄a

(ideal)
, and

T✓✓̄

(ideal)
(and similarly for the entropy current).
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To obtain the equations of motion (i.e., conservation equations), we vary the action with
respect to the fluctuation field X̃µ. The only occurence of X̃µ in (5.19) is inside g̃cd. Carrying
out this variation simply yields the expected conservation:

ra T
ab

(ideal)
= 0 . (5.22)

Finally, there is no explicit dependence on B� in the Lagrangian (5.19). Variation with
respect to B� gives the free energy divergence, raNa

(ideal)
. We therefore get:

�(ideal) ⌘ � 1p
�g

�L(ideal)
wv

�B�

= 0 . (5.23)

5.4 First order: viscosity and dissipation
sec:mmo1st

Let us mow turn to the next order in the gradient expansion. We already know from earlier
analysis (see eg., [19]) that there is no non-dissipative contribution at this order. So we should
now focus on the dissipative terms, which gives us an opportunity to get some intuition for the
general arguments described in §4.1. As noted in [1] and explained around (4.19) the structure
of dissipative terms is encapsulated in super-tensors ⌘̊IJKL

(T̊ ). Since this tensor is contracted
against terms that contain explicit superderivatives of the metric, to first order in gradients it
sufficies to consider it to be built out of zero derivative objects. The natural structure then is
simply combinations of the projection supertensor P̊ IJ respecting the conditions (4.20). All
other tensors can be argued to be equivalent once field redefinition ambiguities are accounted
for (this is a superspace version of the arguments given in Section 5 of [19]).

These requirements then single out two tensor structures that are parameterized by scalar
superfields ⇣̊(T̊ ) and ⌘̊(T̊ ), respectively. We then can write the Lagrangian in the form:

L̊
(visc.)

= �
p

�̊g

z̊

i

4
(�)

I(J+K+L)+J(K+L)+K(1+L)+L ⌘̊IJKL D̊✓g̊IJ D̊
✓̄
g̊KL

⌘̊IJKL
= ⇣̊(T̊ ) T̊ P̊ IJ P̊KL

+ 2 ⌘̊(T̊ ) T̊ (�)
K(I+J) P̊KhI P̊ JiL

(5.24) eq:Lageta

We have made the index contraction signs following from (4.5) explicit above, so that one can
simply evaluate the terms. The bottom components of the scalar superfields, viz, ⇣(T ) and
⌘(T ) will end up as the usual bulk and shear viscosity transport coefficients.

We can expand the superspace structure (5.24) more explicitly to guide the eye. Using
the fact that in the absence of sources carrying non-zero fermion number, D̊✓g̊✓a ! 0 and
D̊

✓̄
g̊

✓̄a
! 0 we can truncate and evaluate the signs and symmetry factors:

L̊
(visc.)

= �
p

�̊g

z̊

i

4

n
⌘̊abcd D̊✓g̊ab D̊

✓̄
g̊cd � 2 ⌘̊✓✓̄cd D̊✓g̊✓✓̄

D̊
✓̄
g̊cd � 2 ⌘̊ab✓✓̄ D̊✓g̊ab D̊

✓̄
g̊

✓✓̄

+ 4 ⌘̊✓✓̄✓✓̄ D̊✓g̊✓✓̄
D̊

✓̄
g̊

✓✓̄
+ 2 ⌘̊a✓̄cd D̊✓g̊a✓̄

D̊
✓̄
g̊cd � 2 ⌘̊abc✓ D̊✓g̊ab D̊

✓̄
g̊c✓

+ 4 ⌘̊✓✓̄c✓ D̊✓g̊✓✓̄
D̊

✓̄
g̊c✓ � 4 ⌘̊a✓̄✓✓̄ D̊✓g̊a✓̄

D̊
✓̄
g̊

✓✓̄
+ 4 ⌘̊a✓̄c✓ D̊✓g̊a✓̄

D̊
✓̄
g̊c✓

o
.

(5.25) eq:L1simMma2

We will now compute this expression for bulk and shear viscosity separately.
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✦Positivity of entropy production follows on demanding the imaginary part is 
positive definite (which reduces us back to the remit of Bhattacharyya’s theorem).

�

factor of i to account for the anti-linearity of the CPT transformation. Secondly, while a-priori
these Grassmann-odd derivatives can appear inside various other derivatives, we can adapt a
trick introduced in [19] to simplify the analysis. One can capture extra derivatives acting on
the fluid dynamical fields into a differential operator valued tensor. Utilizing these two simple
facts, we are lead to the observation that the only sets of terms that matter are those where
we have a contribution from D̊✓g̊IJ and D̊

✓̄
g̊KL. The free indices have to be contracted against

a differential operator valued supertensor ⌘̊IJKL, i.e., terms in the action of the form:16

Lwv, diss =

ˆ
d✓ d✓̄

p
�̊g

z̊

✓
� i

4

◆
⌘̊IJKL D̊✓g̊IJ D̊

✓̄
g̊KL (4.19) eq:Ldiss

The dissipative tensor ⌘IJKL is graded-symmetric in both its first and second pair of indices.
In adidition it is required to also be graded symmetric under the exchange of the first and
second pair of indices, viz.,

⌘̊(IJ)(KL)
= (�)

IJ ⌘̊(JI)(KL)
= (�)

KL ⌘̊(IJ)(LK)

⌘̊(IJ)(KL)

(D)
= (�)

(I+J)(K+L)
[⌘̊(KL)(IJ)

(D)
]
CPT .

(4.20) eq:etacpt1

The latter condition is a consequence of CPT and follows from our implementation in terms
of a R-partity action (see §6 for the derivation).

With this ansatz for the dissipative terms it is easy to isolate the contributions to �. To
this end we need the leading ghost free contributions, D̊

✓̄
g̊IJ = ✓ (B� � �0

T
, gIJ)� + · · · and

D̊✓g̊IJ = �✓̄ (B�, gIJ)� + · · · , which leads us to:

� =
1p
�g

�Swv

�B�

=
i

4
⌘̊IJKL �0

T
£�g̊IJ £�g̊KL

��

=
1

4
⌘abcd £�gab £�gcd + fluctuations + ghost-bilinears .

(4.21) eq:Delgg

In writing the second line we have used the fact that h�0

T
i = �i owing to spontaneous CPT

breaking which signifies the origin of dissipation as argued for in [1].
We are now in a position to infer that as long as ⌘abcd is a postive definite (derivative

operator) valued map from the space of symmetric two-tensors to symmetric two-tensors,
the amount of entropy produced is non-negative definite, viz., � � 0. This is precisely the
condition inferred in [19], which generalizes the theorem proven by Sayantani Bhattacharyya
in [36, 37]. In the present context, this condition simply follows from demanding convergence
of the path integral – if ⌘abcd had negative eigenvalues, it would lead to divergent terms in
the path integral. We will return to further details about entropy production in §6 once we
have seen some explicit examples in §5.

16
As written the expression is not super-covariant, but can be made so by employing the ✏-symbol in

superspace as we shall make clear later in §6.
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✦ Ideal fluid is obviously captured by the pressure super-potential functional

✦Dissipative terms are captured by a an appropriate 4-tensor inspired 
coupling that involves the superderivatives of the metric:

the contribution of B� will turn out to be by means of performing a Faddeev-Popov rotation
of the fields with a gauge parameter ⇤̊FP = ✓̄✓ B� and work with the non-covariant versions
of X̃µ and Fa as explained in footnote 24.

In summary, we start with the action (4.1) and pick out the contributions linear in B�:

� = � 1p
�g

�Swv

�B�

. (4.26)

With this interpretation we are now in a position to constrain � � 0. Since we are interested in
contributions to the action proportional to @✓̄Å✓ and @✓Å✓̄, we conclude that B� will occur in
covariant derivatives of the worldvolume metric g̊IJ , the thermal vector �̊I , the field strengths
F̊JK , and their derivatives. We can further isolate contributions by examining the discrete
CPT symmetry that acts as a Z2 anti-linear involution (recall that we implement CPT as
R-parity on the worldvolume).

Firstly, unlike charge currents, N̊I is even under CPT, while � is CPT odd. Therefore,
the only terms that can contribute to � are those that transform with an additional pair
of super-covariant derivatives in the Grassmann odd directions (D̊✓ and D̊✓̄), with an overall
factor of i to account for the anti-linearity of the CPT transformation. Secondly, while a-
priori these Grassmann-odd derivatives can appear inside various other derivatives, we can
adapt a trick introduced in [2] to simplify the analysis. One can capture extra derivatives
acting on the fluid dynamical fields through the action of a differential operator valued tensor.
Utilizing these two simple facts, we are lead to the observation that the only sets of terms that
contribute non-trivially to � are those where we have a contribution from g̊( )IJ = D̊✓g̊IJ and
g̊( )IJ = D̊✓̄g̊KL. The free indices have to be contracted against a differential operator valued
super-tensor ⌘̊IJKL

[̊gIJ , �̊I , D̊I ]. That is, the action takes the form:

Lwv, diss =

ˆ
d✓ d✓̄

p
�̊g

z̊

✓
� i

4

◆
⌘̊IJKL g̊( )IJ g̊( )KL . (4.27)

The dissipative tensor ⌘̊IJKL is graded symmetric in both its first and second pair of indices.
In addition it is required to also be graded symmetric under the exchange of the first and
second pair of indices, viz.,

⌘̊(IJ)(KL)
= (�)

IJ ⌘̊(JI)(KL)
= (�)

KL ⌘̊(IJ)(LK)

⌘̊(IJ)(KL)

(D)
= (�)

(I+J)(K+L) ⌘̊(KL)(IJ)
(D)

.
(4.28)

See also §7.2 for more details.
With this ansatz for the dissipative terms it is easy to isolate the contributions to �.

To this end we need the leading ghost free contributions, g̊( )IJ = ✓ (B� � �0

T
, gIJ)� + · · · and

g̊( )IJ = �✓̄ (B�, gIJ)� + · · · , which leads us to:

� = � 1p
�g

�Swv

�B�

=
1

4
⌘abcd £�gab £�gcd + fluctuations + ghost-bilinears , (4.29)
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INFLOW FROM DISSIPATIVE ACTIONS

✦Thermal diffeomorphism symmetry implies that the super-adiabaticity 
equation is satisfied as a Bianchi identity:

4.1 Super-adiabaticity and entropy inflow
sec:einflow

Let us first see how the action maintains consistency with the second law. To this end consider
the Ward identity associated with a U(1)T gauge transformation by a parameter ⇤̊. Define
the energy-momentum and free-energy Noether super-currents

T̊IJ ⌘ 2p
�̊g

�

�̊gIJ

⇣p
�̊g L̊

⌘
,

N̊I ⌘ � z̊p
�̊g

�

�ÅI

✓p
�̊g

z̊
L̊

◆
.

(4.6) eq:TNwvdef

The expression for the energy-momentum tensor should be familiar (modulo our upgrade to
a super-tensor). The Noether current N̊I is related to the free-energy super-current up to a
factor of the temperature:

N̊I
= �GI

T̊
(4.7) eq:NG

generalizing the construction of free-energy currents in hydrodynamic sigma models [19].
Consider then a U(1)T transformation by ⇤̊. The world-volume metric inherits the U(1)T

transformation from (3.3) while the gauge field ÅJ transforms inhomogeneously as in (2.11).
The reference thermal super-vector �̊I does not transform. All told, we find that the U(1)T

gauge transformation acts as follows on the action:11

�
⇤̊

Swv =

ˆ
dd�

ˆ
d✓ d✓̄

p
�̊g

z̊

⇢
1

2
T̊IJ

(⇤̊, g̊IJ)� + D̊I(⇤̊) N̊I

�

=

ˆ
dd�

ˆ
d✓ d✓̄

p
�̊g

z̊
⇤̊

⇢
1

2
T̊IJ £�g̊IJ � D̊IN̊

I

�
.

(4.8) eq:utcalcfull

In writing the second line, we invoked the U(1)T transformation of the pullback metric, in-
herited from (3.3), and performed an integration by parts in superspace.12

The quantity inside the curly braces must vanish due to the U(1)T symmetry. We shall
refer to this Ward identity as the super-adiabaticity equation:

D̊IN̊
I � 1

2
T̊IJ £�g̊IJ = 0 . (4.9) eq:superadiabatic

This equation turns out to embody the physics of entropy production, and allows for a clean
parameterization of dissipative contributions. The connection is made through the off-shell
adiabaticity equation introduced in [19]. We review the basics of that analysis and explain
how entropy production arises in terms of a superspace inflow. Subsequently, we will draw a
connection with the arguments leading to the Jarzynski relation.

11
In (4.8) the first term inside the braces has a sign (�)I+J+IJ

from super-index contractions, which we

have suppressed, while the second term is free of any signs.fn:signsSA 12
We have not explicitly specified the worldvolume connection, which is clearly not the Christoffel connec-

tion, owing to the fact that the pullback is performed respecting U(1)T covariance. While this implies that the

connection is torsionful, it nevertheless is possible to choose the connection to be measure compatible, which

is all we need for the above statement. somewherefn:covder
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✦This in turn leads to the picture of entropy inflow:

Adiabaticity equation and the second law: We recall that the conventional axiomatic
formulation of hydrodynamics not only demands that the dynamics be governed by conserva-
tion equations, but requires that the local form of the second law be upheld on-shell in every
fluid configuration. Usually this is taken to mean that one should find an entropy current Ja

S

with non-negative divergence. It is however efficacious to take the statement of entropy pro-
duction off-shell, by introducing a Lagrange multiplier field. Exploiting the field-redefinition
freedom in hydrodynamics, this can be recast as the statement [19]:

DaJ
a

S + �a DbT
ab

= � � 0 . (4.10) eq:eprodoff

Note that � is the total (off-shell) entropy production. Legendre transforming the entropy
current to free energy Noether current via

Na
= Ja

s + �bT
ba (4.11) eq:Ndef

we arrive at the grand canonical form for the off-shell statement of the second law, which
demands that

DaN
a � 1

2
Tab £�gab = � � 0 , (4.12) eq:ordadiab

The special case where transport produces no entropy, was given the name adiabatic fluids,
for which an ordinary-space adiabaticity equation holds:

1

2
Tab

(adiabatic) £�gab = DaN
a

(adiabatic) . (4.13)

Super-adiabaticity equation as entropy inflow from superspace: In the manifestly
NT = 2 supersymmetric formalism, all these equations are implied by (4.9). Writing out the
latter and separating the contributions from the ordinary and superspace directions, we end
up with:
✓

D̊aN̊
a � 1

2
T̊ab £� g̊ab

◆ ����
| {z }

classical + fluctuations

= �
⇣
D̊✓N̊

✓
+ D̊

✓̄
N̊✓̄

+ T̊a✓ £� g̊a✓ + T̊a✓̄ £� g̊
a✓̄

+ T̊✓✓̄ £� g̊
✓✓̄

⌘ ����
| {z }

entropy inflow

(4.14) eq:superadcomp

Firstly, noting that {T̊ab, T̊✓✓̄, N̊a} are the only Grassmann-even tensors (i.e., their bottom
components are Grassmann even fields) we project (4.9) down to the bottom component,
isolating the part that contains these tensors.13 It is worth reiterating here that when we
project Grassmann even quantities to their bottom component, we will end up with expressions
involving the classical fields Xµ, the fluctuations X̃µ, the zero ghost number element of the
Vafa-Witten quintet F̊

✓̄✓
| = �0

T
, or ghost bilinears (either of the form Xµ

 
X⌫

 
, or involving the

gauge sector).
13

This can be inferred by looking at the ghost charges or equivalently noting that g̊I✓ and g̊I✓̄ are clearly

Grassmann-odd owing to them being proportional to D̊✓X̊
µ

and D̊✓̄X̊
µ
, respectively.
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Therefore, modulo contributions from the fluctuation fields (and ghost bilinears), the
terms we have isolated on the l.h.s., are precisely the combination appearing on the l.h.s.
of (4.12). This naturally suggests interpreting the second set of terms indicated as ‘entropy
inflow’ as the part that contributes to �. Hence,

� = �
⇣
D̊✓N̊

✓
+ D̊

✓̄
N̊✓̄

+ T̊a✓ £� g̊a✓ + T̊a✓̄ £� g̊
a✓̄

+ T̊✓✓̄ £� g̊
✓✓̄

⌘ ���� (4.15) eq:Delta0

We intrepret this equation as saying that the entropy production is controlled by the Grassmann-
odd descendants of the free energy and energy-momentum supertensors. The total entropy
produced manifests itself in the physical spacetime, altough it originates from the superspace
components. This is highly reminescent of the anomaly inflow mechanism, where one realizes
a theory with an anomalous symmetry as the boundary dynamics at the edge of a topological
(bulk) field theory. The connection is not coincidental – the entropy current for charged flu-
ids with mixed flavor-gravitational anomalies is naturally captured by introducing a thermal
gauge field whose chemical potential is the temperature [54]. This construction provided the
rationale behind the introduction of the U(1)T gauge field in [18, 19], but as we see here the
full justification is cleanest by working within the aegis of the thermal equivariance formalism.

To compare with conventional hydrodynamics, we only need to match the classical part,
since this is all that is captured in the familiar presentation of the system in terms of consti-
tutive relations. Dropping the ghost bilinears and setting X̃ = 0 in the other terms, we see
that we can easily match the first set of terms in (4.15) with the entropy production equation,
provided we identify the ghost (Grassmann-odd) components of the free energy current, N̊✓

and N̊✓̄, as encoding the total dissipation:

� = �
⇣
D✓N

✓
+ D

✓̄
N✓̄

⌘
+ ghosts bilinears . (4.16) eq:Delta1

We have dropped the contribution involving T✓✓̄ since it vanishes with our super-static gauge
choice which sets the bottom component g̊

✓✓̄
| = i.14

Positivity of entropy production: We are now left with understanding why � � 0,
i.e., the second law. We shall provide two arguments: (i) An abstract argument for entropy
production may be given directly by noting that the super-adiabaticity equation is equivalent
to the Jarzynski relation §4.2, which provides the general non-equilibrium second law. (ii)

Alternately, it is possible to realize that the structure of (4.23) is identical to the Class LT

discussion in [19]. We can then invoke our earlier results to constrain the contributions to �

and show that it is indeed non-negative definite.
We begin with the latter construction. Let us first attempt to gain some intuition for the

terms in the r.h.s. of (4.16). We will ignore the contribution from T✓I for we have seen that
14

We note that £�g✓✓̄ = (�)I+1
�
g✓I D✓̄�

I + (�)IgI✓̄ D✓�
I + �IDIg✓✓̄

�
. The first two terms vanish because

of our gauge choice on the thermal supervector (2.5). The third term is present generically because we have a

torsionful connection. However, we have a flat metric in the superspace directions leading to a simple result:

£�g✓✓̄ = 0. is this fine?
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✦Switching off the fluctuation fields leads to physical entropy flowing from 
superspace:
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NO INFLOW OF ENERGY-MOMENTUM

✦Target space diffeomorphisms ensure that the dynamical content of the 
effective action is simply super-energy momentum conservation.

✦However, superspace components of energy-momentum tensor conspire 
to mutually cancel out and do not modify dynamical equations.

this means that the variation will depend on the stress tensor. We thus find the following
equation of motion:

D̊I

⇣
T̊IJ D̊JX̊µ

⌘
= 0 . (4.10)

At face value this seems not quite what we need, since the equation above involves all the super-
components of the energy-momentum tensor. In particular, expanding out in components and
distributing derivatives, we infer that20

0 = D̊a

⇣
T̊ab D̊bX̊

µ
⌘

+

⇣
D̊✓T̊

a✓
+ D̊✓̄T̊

a✓̄
⌘
D̊aX̊

µ � T̊✓✓̄
⇣
D̊✓D̊✓̄ � D̊✓̄D̊✓

⌘
X̊µ

| {z }
classical + fluctuations

+ T̊a✓ D̊✓D̊aX̊
µ � D̊a

⇣
T̊a✓ D̊✓X̊

µ
⌘

+ T̊✓̄b D̊✓̄D̊bX̊
µ � D̊a

⇣
T̊a✓ D̊✓̄X̊

µ
⌘

| {z }
ghost bilinears

+ D̊✓̄T̊
✓✓̄ D̊✓X̊

µ � D̊✓T̊
✓✓̄ D̊✓̄X̊

µ

| {z }
ghost bilinears

(4.11)

The second and third line are indicated as being ghost bilinears since each term is made of
tensors carrying non-vanishing ghost number. These we are free to ignore, so the physical
equation of motion that arises from (4.1) simply can be expressed as the projection of the first
line onto ordinary space:
⇢
D̊a

⇣
T̊ab D̊bX̊

µ
⌘

+

⇣
D̊✓T̊

a✓
+ D̊✓̄T̊

a✓̄
⌘
D̊aX̊

µ � T̊✓✓̄
⇣
D̊✓D̊✓̄ � D̊✓̄D̊✓

⌘
X̊µ

��� = 0 + ghosts.

(4.12)

Setting the ghost bilinears implicit in (4.12) to zero, we will end up with equations that
involve both the classical field Xµ as well the fluctuations X̃µ. The latter are ignored in the
classical hydrodynamic equations, but the advantage of having a full effective action, is that
the deformation to the equations of motion owing to the statistical (and quantum) fluctuations
is made explicit.

The astute reader might wonder why such fluctuation terms are not encountered in the
MSR construction for Langevin dynamics [12] (see the textbook discussion in [69]). In that
case there is a stochastic noise term, which is assumed to be Gaussian. Consequently, the
fluctuations enter simply as a Lagrange multiplier enforcing the physical dynamical equation,
which can also be seen from the explicit superspace construction described in [6]. The novelty
in hydrodynamics is the non-Gaussianity of the noise. There can be (and in general are) non-
trivial noise kernels in the system. As a result the fluctuation variable will no longer enter
simply as a Lagrange multiplier.

The formalism we have outlined here has the power to completely encompass such be-
haviour. This is somewhat hard to see at the abstract level we are describing, so we will indeed
exemplify some of these statements with explicit calculations for dissipative hydrodynamics
up to second order in gradients in §6.

20 Note there is overall (�)
J sign coming from the contraction of indices.
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✦This by itself would be problematic, since we would learn that the equations 
are contaminated by the presence of super-components which turn out to 
include physical degrees of freedom (not ghosts or fluctuations). 

While ignoring the ghost bilinears allows us to drop the second two lines of (4.11), we
still have to understand the contribution from the super-components of the energy-momentum
tensor. We will now argue that they do not contribute to the leading classical dynamics, and
in fact should simply provide the fluctuation terms in the equation of motion. Rewriting the
commutator of Grassmann odd derivatives, we claim:

n⇣
D̊✓T̊

a✓
+ D̊✓̄T̊

a✓̄
⌘
D̊aX̊

µ � T̊✓✓̄
⇣
2 D̊✓D̊✓̄X̊

µ � (F̊✓✓̄, X̊
µ
)�

⌘o �� = O(X̃µ
) . (4.13)

This turns out to be pretty non-trivial to prove, but is explicitly borne out in examples that
we have computed (see §5.3). With this understanding, we can then see that the classical
hydrodynamic equations are contained entirely in the first term of (4.12), viz.,

D̊a

⇣
T̊ab D̊bX̊

µ
⌘ �� = 0 . (4.14)

To derive the first equation above we used the pullbacks and the fact that 0 = D̊I e̊I
µ| = D̊ae̊a

µ|
which follows from our choice of the worldvolume connection be measure compatible, cf.,
(J.21).

Equations (4.13) and (4.14) should be understood as follows: there is no superspace inflow
of energy-momentum modifying the classical hydrodynamic equations of motion. At best there
are additional fluctuation contributions arising from the Grassmann-odd directions. We view
this as a non-trivial consistency check of our formalism’s ability to incorporate the correct
dynamics.

This separation makes explicit the idea that we can capture the classical part of the
equations of motion by focusing on the ordinary space components alone. The role of the
superspace is to bring in the fluctuations (and associated Grassmann odd terms). Given that
the superspace directions control the entropy production, it makes sense for them to capture
the fluctuation deformations of the dynamical equations as well.

Let us also convince ourselves that the worldvolume equation of motion (4.14) indeed
gives the correct dynamical equations for the hydrodynamic fields after pushing forward the
data to the target space. Writing21 T̊IJ

= e̊ I
µ̆ e̊ J

⌫̆ T µ̆⌫̆ (contraction signs left implicit) we have

D̊a

⇣
T̊ab D̊bX̊

µ
⌘ �� = D̊aX̊

⌫̆ r⌫̆

⇣
e̊a
⇢̆ T ⇢̆µ

⌘
|

= r⌫T
µ⌫

+ D̊ae̊
a
⌫ Tµ⌫ | + ghost bilinears + fluctuations

= rµTµ⌫
+ ghost bilinears + fluctuations

(4.15)

where the last equality is ensured by the measure compatibility of the worldvolume connection
as can be seen directly from (J.21). The issues arising from the U(1)T covariant pullbacks
are taken care of by the fact that (4.10) is a target space vector, and the contracted indices
transform homogeneously in both the worldvolume and target space. We will have use for
this statement when we try to understand the super-adiabaticity equation below.

21 e̊ I
µ̆ span the dual basis with (�)

I e̊ I
µ̆ D̊IX̊

⌫̆
= � ⌫̆

µ̆ and (�)
µ̆ D̊JX̊

µ̆ e̊ I
µ̆ = � I

J , written as usual in DeWitt
conventions [58].
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While ignoring the ghost bilinears allows us to drop the second two lines of (4.11), we
still have to understand the contribution from the super-components of the energy-momentum
tensor. We will now argue that they do not contribute to the leading classical dynamics, and
in fact should simply provide the fluctuation terms in the equation of motion. Rewriting the
commutator of Grassmann odd derivatives, we claim:
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⇣
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⌘o �� = O(X̃µ
) . (4.13)

This turns out to be pretty non-trivial to prove, but is explicitly borne out in examples that
we have computed (see §5.3). With this understanding, we can then see that the classical
hydrodynamic equations are contained entirely in the first term of (4.12), viz.,
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T̊ab D̊bX̊

µ
⌘ �� = 0 . (4.14)

To derive the first equation above we used the pullbacks and the fact that 0 = D̊I e̊I
µ| = D̊ae̊a

µ|
which follows from our choice of the worldvolume connection be measure compatible, cf.,
(J.21).

Equations (4.13) and (4.14) should be understood as follows: there is no superspace inflow
of energy-momentum modifying the classical hydrodynamic equations of motion. At best there
are additional fluctuation contributions arising from the Grassmann-odd directions. We view
this as a non-trivial consistency check of our formalism’s ability to incorporate the correct
dynamics.

This separation makes explicit the idea that we can capture the classical part of the
equations of motion by focusing on the ordinary space components alone. The role of the
superspace is to bring in the fluctuations (and associated Grassmann odd terms). Given that
the superspace directions control the entropy production, it makes sense for them to capture
the fluctuation deformations of the dynamical equations as well.

Let us also convince ourselves that the worldvolume equation of motion (4.14) indeed
gives the correct dynamical equations for the hydrodynamic fields after pushing forward the
data to the target space. Writing21 T̊IJ

= e̊ I
µ̆ e̊ J

⌫̆ T µ̆⌫̆ (contraction signs left implicit) we have

D̊a

⇣
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⇣
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⌘
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+ D̊ae̊
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⌫ Tµ⌫ | + ghost bilinears + fluctuations

= rµTµ⌫
+ ghost bilinears + fluctuations

(4.15)

where the last equality is ensured by the measure compatibility of the worldvolume connection
as can be seen directly from (J.21). The issues arising from the U(1)T covariant pullbacks
are taken care of by the fact that (4.10) is a target space vector, and the contracted indices
transform homogeneously in both the worldvolume and target space. We will have use for
this statement when we try to understand the super-adiabaticity equation below.

21 e̊ I
µ̆ span the dual basis with (�)

I e̊ I
µ̆ D̊IX̊

⌫̆
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µ̆ and (�)
µ̆ D̊JX̊

µ̆ e̊ I
µ̆ = � I

J , written as usual in DeWitt
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While ignoring the ghost bilinears allows us to drop the second two lines of (4.11), we
still have to understand the contribution from the super-components of the energy-momentum
tensor. We will now argue that they do not contribute to the leading classical dynamics, and
in fact should simply provide the fluctuation terms in the equation of motion. Rewriting the
commutator of Grassmann odd derivatives, we claim:

n⇣
D̊✓T̊

a✓
+ D̊✓̄T̊

a✓̄
⌘
D̊aX̊

µ � T̊✓✓̄
⇣
2 D̊✓D̊✓̄X̊

µ � (F̊✓✓̄, X̊
µ
)�

⌘o �� = O(X̃µ
) . (4.13)

This turns out to be pretty non-trivial to prove, but is explicitly borne out in examples that
we have computed (see §5.3). With this understanding, we can then see that the classical
hydrodynamic equations are contained entirely in the first term of (4.12), viz.,

D̊a

⇣
T̊ab D̊bX̊

µ
⌘ �� = 0 . (4.14)

To derive the first equation above we used the pullbacks and the fact that 0 = D̊I e̊I
µ| = D̊ae̊a

µ|
which follows from our choice of the worldvolume connection be measure compatible, cf.,
(J.21).

Equations (4.13) and (4.14) should be understood as follows: there is no superspace inflow
of energy-momentum modifying the classical hydrodynamic equations of motion. At best there
are additional fluctuation contributions arising from the Grassmann-odd directions. We view
this as a non-trivial consistency check of our formalism’s ability to incorporate the correct
dynamics.

This separation makes explicit the idea that we can capture the classical part of the
equations of motion by focusing on the ordinary space components alone. The role of the
superspace is to bring in the fluctuations (and associated Grassmann odd terms). Given that
the superspace directions control the entropy production, it makes sense for them to capture
the fluctuation deformations of the dynamical equations as well.

Let us also convince ourselves that the worldvolume equation of motion (4.14) indeed
gives the correct dynamical equations for the hydrodynamic fields after pushing forward the
data to the target space. Writing21 T̊IJ

= e̊ I
µ̆ e̊ J

⌫̆ T µ̆⌫̆ (contraction signs left implicit) we have

D̊a

⇣
T̊ab D̊bX̊

µ
⌘ �� = D̊aX̊

⌫̆ r⌫̆

⇣
e̊a
⇢̆ T ⇢̆µ

⌘
|

= r⌫T
µ⌫

+ D̊ae̊
a
⌫ Tµ⌫ | + ghost bilinears + fluctuations

= rµTµ⌫
+ ghost bilinears + fluctuations

(4.15)

where the last equality is ensured by the measure compatibility of the worldvolume connection
as can be seen directly from (J.21). The issues arising from the U(1)T covariant pullbacks
are taken care of by the fact that (4.10) is a target space vector, and the contracted indices
transform homogeneously in both the worldvolume and target space. We will have use for
this statement when we try to understand the super-adiabaticity equation below.

21 e̊ I
µ̆ span the dual basis with (�)

I e̊ I
µ̆ D̊IX̊

⌫̆
= � ⌫̆

µ̆ and (�)
µ̆ D̊JX̊

µ̆ e̊ I
µ̆ = � I

J , written as usual in DeWitt
conventions [58].
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FLUCTUATION DISSIPATION AS CPT BREAKING

✦Stochasticity and dissipation arises because of spontaneous CPT 
symmetry breaking. 

✦  The Ward identities following from CPT convolved with a thermal gauge 
transformation results in the Jarzynski work relation for the Brownian 
particle

SB0 7! SB0 � i hF̊✓✓̄|i� (�G+W ) =) he��W i = e���G

Mallick, Moshe, Orland 2010

hF̊✓✓̄|i = �i

✦The CPT symmetry in our construction is implemented as R-parity in 
superspace and its breaking encoded in the vev for the ghost number 
zero field strength:

✦Expect similar statements to hold in hydrodynamic effective field theories.



Epilogue: Whence we take stock and try 

to speculate on what might lie ahead…



ENTROPY PRODUCTION VIA INFLOW

✦  For systems in local equilibrium the Noether current for thermal 
diffeomorphisms is the macroscopic free energy current (Legendre 
transform of entropy current).

✦  Local equilibrium is characterized by an emergent topological/BRST 
supersymmetry wherein diffeomorphisms along the Euclidean thermal 
circle are gauged (thermal equivariance).  

✦  Net entropy is conjugate to the gauged thermal diffeomorphisms & is 
conserved. Physical entropy production happens by virtue of it being 
sourced in the superspace directions, i.e., there is an inflow of entropy 
from superspace.

4.1 Super-adiabaticity and entropy inflow
sec:einflow

Let us first see how the action maintains consistency with the second law. To this end consider
the Ward identity associated with a U(1)T gauge transformation by a parameter ⇤̊. Define
the energy-momentum and free-energy Noether super-currents

T̊IJ ⌘ 2p
�̊g

�

�̊gIJ

⇣p
�̊g L̊

⌘
,

N̊I ⌘ � z̊p
�̊g

�

�ÅI

✓p
�̊g

z̊
L̊

◆
.

(4.6) eq:TNwvdef

The expression for the energy-momentum tensor should be familiar (modulo our upgrade to
a super-tensor). The Noether current N̊I is related to the free-energy super-current up to a
factor of the temperature:

N̊I
= �GI

T̊
(4.7) eq:NG

generalizing the construction of free-energy currents in hydrodynamic sigma models [19].
Consider then a U(1)T transformation by ⇤̊. The world-volume metric inherits the U(1)T

transformation from (3.3) while the gauge field ÅJ transforms inhomogeneously as in (2.11).
The reference thermal super-vector �̊I does not transform. All told, we find that the U(1)T

gauge transformation acts as follows on the action:11

�
⇤̊

Swv =

ˆ
dd�

ˆ
d✓ d✓̄

p
�̊g

z̊

⇢
1

2
T̊IJ

(⇤̊, g̊IJ)� + D̊I(⇤̊) N̊I

�

=

ˆ
dd�

ˆ
d✓ d✓̄

p
�̊g

z̊
⇤̊

⇢
1

2
T̊IJ £�g̊IJ � D̊IN̊

I

�
.

(4.8) eq:utcalcfull

In writing the second line, we invoked the U(1)T transformation of the pullback metric, in-
herited from (3.3), and performed an integration by parts in superspace.12

The quantity inside the curly braces must vanish due to the U(1)T symmetry. We shall
refer to this Ward identity as the super-adiabaticity equation:

D̊IN̊
I � 1

2
T̊IJ £�g̊IJ = 0 . (4.9) eq:superadiabatic

This equation turns out to embody the physics of entropy production, and allows for a clean
parameterization of dissipative contributions. The connection is made through the off-shell
adiabaticity equation introduced in [19]. We review the basics of that analysis and explain
how entropy production arises in terms of a superspace inflow. Subsequently, we will draw a
connection with the arguments leading to the Jarzynski relation.

11
In (4.8) the first term inside the braces has a sign (�)I+J+IJ

from super-index contractions, which we

have suppressed, while the second term is free of any signs.fn:signsSA 12
We have not explicitly specified the worldvolume connection, which is clearly not the Christoffel connec-

tion, owing to the fact that the pullback is performed respecting U(1)T covariance. While this implies that the

connection is torsionful, it nevertheless is possible to choose the connection to be measure compatible, which

is all we need for the above statement. somewherefn:covder
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Adiabaticity equation and the second law: We recall that the conventional axiomatic
formulation of hydrodynamics not only demands that the dynamics be governed by conserva-
tion equations, but requires that the local form of the second law be upheld on-shell in every
fluid configuration. Usually this is taken to mean that one should find an entropy current Ja

S

with non-negative divergence. It is however efficacious to take the statement of entropy pro-
duction off-shell, by introducing a Lagrange multiplier field. Exploiting the field-redefinition
freedom in hydrodynamics, this can be recast as the statement [19]:

DaJ
a

S + �a DbT
ab

= � � 0 . (4.10) eq:eprodoff

Note that � is the total (off-shell) entropy production. Legendre transforming the entropy
current to free energy Noether current via

Na
= Ja

s + �bT
ba (4.11) eq:Ndef

we arrive at the grand canonical form for the off-shell statement of the second law, which
demands that

DaN
a � 1

2
Tab £�gab = � � 0 , (4.12) eq:ordadiab

The special case where transport produces no entropy, was given the name adiabatic fluids,
for which an ordinary-space adiabaticity equation holds:

1

2
Tab

(adiabatic) £�gab = DaN
a

(adiabatic) . (4.13)

Super-adiabaticity equation as entropy inflow from superspace: In the manifestly
NT = 2 supersymmetric formalism, all these equations are implied by (4.9). Writing out the
latter and separating the contributions from the ordinary and superspace directions, we end
up with:
✓

D̊aN̊
a � 1

2
T̊ab £� g̊ab

◆ ����
| {z }

classical + fluctuations

= �
⇣
D̊✓N̊

✓
+ D̊

✓̄
N̊✓̄

+ T̊a✓ £� g̊a✓ + T̊a✓̄ £� g̊
a✓̄

+ T̊✓✓̄ £� g̊
✓✓̄

⌘ ����
| {z }

entropy inflow

(4.14) eq:superadcomp

Firstly, noting that {T̊ab, T̊✓✓̄, N̊a} are the only Grassmann-even tensors (i.e., their bottom
components are Grassmann even fields) we project (4.9) down to the bottom component,
isolating the part that contains these tensors.13 It is worth reiterating here that when we
project Grassmann even quantities to their bottom component, we will end up with expressions
involving the classical fields Xµ, the fluctuations X̃µ, the zero ghost number element of the
Vafa-Witten quintet F̊

✓̄✓
| = �0

T
, or ghost bilinears (either of the form Xµ

 
X⌫

 
, or involving the

gauge sector).
13

This can be inferred by looking at the ghost charges or equivalently noting that g̊I✓ and g̊I✓̄ are clearly

Grassmann-odd owing to them being proportional to D̊✓X̊
µ

and D̊✓̄X̊
µ
, respectively.
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LOOKING AHEAD…

✦  Near-equilibrium dynamics appears to be under control but what about 
non-equilibrium? 

✦Open quantum systems & renormalization  

✦How does thermal equivariance extend to include non-stochastic 
fluctuations? Deformation quantization?  

✦Microscopic unitary which enforces fluctuation-dissipation etc., is upheld 
thanks to the BRST + thermal gauge symmetry. Lessons for gravity? 
Connections to SL(2,R) symmetry in discussions of chaos? 

✦What is the analogous story for higher out-of-time-order correlators? 

✦  Are the similar statements for modular evolutions (equivalent in some 
contexts), and if so what does it imply for geometry = entanglement?

Avinash, Jana, Loganayagam, Rudra [1704.08335]

Basart, Flato, Lichnerowicz, Sternheimer 1984



★ Hydrodynamic effective actions: Crossley, Glorioso, Liu  [1511.03646] 
★ Second Law: Glorioso, Liu [1612.07705] 

★ Hydrodynamic effective actions II: Crossley, Glorioso, Liu [1701.07817] 
★ Superspace formalism: Gao, Liu [1701.07445] 

★ Jensen, Pinzani-Fokeeva, Yarom [1701.07436] 
★ Inflow type picture + hydro actions: Jensen, Marjieh, Pinzani-Fokeeva, 

Yarom [1803.07070] &  [1804.04654 ]
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✤ Dissipative hydrodynamic actions: [1511.07809] & [1803.11155] 
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SCHWINGER-KELDYSH FORMALISM

✦The Schwinger-Keldysh formalism computes singly out-of-time ordered 
correlation functions in a generic (mixed) state.

Consequentially we work in an enlarged Hilbert space H = HR ⌦ HL with the action (�

denoting the collection of fields)

SSK = S[�R]� S[�L] . (2.5)

It will be crucial in the sequel to note the relative sign between the two copies, which

is predicated by the fact that while states are evolved forward (in the Schrödinger picture

say), their conjugates are evolved in reverse under standard unitary Hamiltonian evolution.

In particular, computing correlation functions involves turning on sources for the operators

on both sides with a relative sign, or equivalently working with a Lorentzian inner-product

in the source operator space, viz.,

�SSK =

ˆ
ddx

p
�g (JR OR � JL OL) . (2.6)

This feature is manifest in the definition of the SK path integral ZSK given in Eq. (2.1).

2.2 Topological limit

The second defining feature is a specific boundary condition imposed on the double copy

correlators [14]. Usually this is stated as a technical condition that right-right correlators

are all time-ordered, left-left correlators are all anti-time ordered and the left operators are

always ordered to the left of the right operators; see Eq. (2.2). While technically su�cient,

this way of framing is somewhat unwieldy to deal with. For example, it is not immediately

clear how or why such an ordering structure should be preserved under renormalization.

We will thus rephrase this feature in a more useful form for doing e↵ective theory. A

consequence of the time-ordering prescription given above is that a certain class of operators,

viz., the di↵erence operators Odif = OR � OL, in the doubled theory have vanishing self-

correlations.5 This is a manifestation of unitarity in the underlying QFT. In order to see this,

we first note that, according to Eq. (2.6), di↵erence operator correlators are computed by

aligning the sources JR = JL = J . Looking at Eq. (2.1), it is clear that the SK path integral

degenerates in this limit to a trace over initial state Tr (⇢0) if the evolution with arbitrary

sources is unitary.6

Typically it is hard to protect an entire set of correlation functions against correction

without some symmetry principle. We therefore intuit there is underlying topological sym-

metry in play, since the above structure is insensitive to the particularities of the dynamics

of the QFT under consideration.

5 This statement is very familiar in the context of two point functions, where the advanced, retarded and

the symmetric correlator form a complete basis. One can check that this statement extends trivially in the

case of higher point functions, noting that it is a consequence of a simple identity involving time-ordering of

operators [14]. This identity is sometimes called the Veltman’s largest time equation in the context of Cutkosky

cutting rules [15].
6 This shows that SK path integral is the right framework to study unitarity in the evolution of mixed

states. This is to be contrasted with the thermofield double description which studies path integrals of the form

Tr
n

U [JR] ⇢
1
2
0 U

†[JL] ⇢
1
2
0

o
and is hence ill-suited for studying single copy unitarity unless it is analytically

continued to a SK path integral.
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Generating functional

with the hydrodynamic fields being the Goldstone modes for spontaneously broken di↵erence

di↵eomorphism and flavour symmetries. For simplicity, we will only realize three of the eight

classes (including dissipation) in the eightfold classification of [13]. We also will demonstrate

the validity of the second law, by deriving the generalized fluctuation-dissipation result of

Jarzynski [35, 36] and Crooks [37, 38], invoking spontaneous breaking of microscopic time-

reversal as envisaged beautifully in [39–41]. The construction we describe in the main text

explicitly illustrates that the broad principles laid out in [32] su�ce to construct an e↵ective

field theory of dissipative hydrodynamics.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in §2 we outline the basic fields and

symmetries, arguing that a superspace functional is the easiest route to our goal. We explain

how these connect to the microscopic perspective in §3 and proceed to exhibit an explicit

construction for dissipative fluids in §4. We then demonstrate how to recover the generalized

fluctuation-dissipation statement in §5 and end with some comments in §6. We only sketch

the basic principles here; full details of the construction will appear elsewhere [42].

Note: Following [32], as this work was in progress, we received [43] who also construct an

action for dissipative hydrodynamics based on principles of SK path integrals.

2 Symmetries in SK description

We begin by examining the fundamental symmetries of a SK path integral. Given an initial

density matrix ⇢̂initial of a QFT, we define the SK generating functional

ZSK [JR, JL] ⌘ Tr
n
U [JR] ⇢̂initial (U [JL])

†
o
. (2.1)

U [J ] denotes the unitary evolution of the QFT, deformed by a source J . This form of SK

functional immediately leads to a set of essential properties which should be satisfied by any

SK e↵ective theory [32].

Features for generic mixed states: First, when we align the sources JR = JL = J , the

SK functional localizes to ⇢̂initial, viz.,

ZSK [JR = JL = J ] ⌘ Tr
n
⇢̂initial

o
. (2.2)

This is a simple consequence of the unitarity of the underlying QFT. At the level of correlators,

this implies that the di↵erence operators, OR � OL, form a protected topological subsector

of the theory. This statement is equivalent to the largest time equation/cutting rule for the

corresponding correlator in the single copy theory. Thus imposing (2.2) in the low-energy

e↵ective theory ensures the cutting rule structure for its correlators.

This feature can be implemented in the SK e↵ective theory by demanding that when

sources align appropriately, the theory should exhibit topological invariance. Equivalently,

any SK e↵ective theory should be a source-deformed topological theory (TQFT). Such a

TQFT has two nilpotent, mutually anti-commuting, Grassmann odd topological charges
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Time ordered correlations

evolution operators with a suitable sprinkling of both right and left sources JR and JL re-

spectively. Then one can via functional di↵erentiation with respect to these sources computes

the SK correlation functions, which take the schematic form:

Tr
⇣
⇢̂initial T̄

⇣
U †OLU

†OL . . .
⌘

T (UORUOR . . .)
⌘
, (3.5) eq:SKCorr

where T̄ denotes anti-time ordering, T denotes time-ordering and we note that left operators

are ordered to the left of the right operators (thus justifying the terminology). We will have

more to say about the SK time-ordering prescription momentarily.

The SK description should be contrasted against the more familiar Feynman path-integral

description of the QFT

ZFeynman[J ] ⌘ hVaccumt=1| U [J ] |Vaccumt=�1i , (3.6)

which computes time-ordered correlators of the form4

hVaccumt=1| T
⇣
UbOUbO . . .

⌘
|Vaccumt=�1i . (3.7)

As noted in §2 in a non-equilibrium or open quantum system have an inkling of what the

interacting final state of the system would be. The SK construction cleverly avoids this issue,

by reverting back at the end of the day to the initial state. This ensures that the entanglement

built into the initial density matrix ⇢̂initial, and the knowledge of the sources that one has

turned on, su�ces to compute the desired time ordered correlators.

3.2 Schwinger-Keldysh time ordering
sec:torder

check my usage of FO andGO. I think I fixed some erroneous statements, but would appreciate

a second check.

We now introduce a notion of SK time-ordering, which follows the contour ordering

prescription introduced in §2. To allow a general statement, let us first introduce the concept

of mutual Grassmann parity of operators. To so we first introduce the notion of a Grassmann

number for an operator (�1)GO, which is defined to be

(�1)GO =

(
+1 , O : Grassmann even

�1 , O : Grassmann odd
(3.8) eq:GOdef

In addition to the Grassmann number it is also useful to keep track on occasion of the

fermion number, which we denote (�1)FO. We define this as

(�1)FO =

(
+1 , O : bosonic

�1 , O : fermionic
(3.9) eq:FOdef

4
A note on our convention: operators of the original single copy microscopic theory are hatted, while the

doubled operators are denoted explicitly by appropriate subscripts. These operators could be either elementary

fields of the microscopic theory or more generally composite operators built from them.
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�R

�L

thermal density 
matrix

turning point  

identity operator



TWO SUM RULES

✦  Unitarity of Schwinger-Keldysh path integral implies vanishing difference 
operator correlators:

live in this extended space of states. The main caveat is that not all elements of HR⌦H⇤
L can

be normalized to give a mixed state whereas any non-zero element of H can be normalized

to a pure quantum state; recall that density matrix ⇢̂ of an admissible mixed state should be

(i). Hermitian with non-negative eigenvalues

(ii). should have non-zero but finite trace (which can then be normalized to unity).

We adapt a notation wherein standard operators on H (which are automatically elements

of HR ⌦H⇤
L ) by a hat. On the contrary there will be no hats on SK operators which act on

the entire space HR ⌦ H⇤
L. Operators in the extended system are sometimes referred to as

superoperators. some reference

Let Ô 2 HR ⌦H⇤
L be an operator acting on the state space H: we can then construct two

corresponding superoperators acting on HR ⌦H⇤
L of the form

OR ⌘ bO ⌦ I , OL ⌘ I ⌦ bO (3.1)

As described in §2 often one performs a Keldysh rotation to instead work with the di↵erence

and average operators defined via:

Odif ⌘ OR � OL , Oav ⌘ 1

2
(OR + OL) (3.2) eq:KeldyshDef

We note that, after Keldysh rotation the average sources are associated with di↵erence op-

erators and the di↵erence sources are associated with average operators. This a consequence

of the following relation relating right-left basis to Keldysh basis:

JR OR � JL OL = Jav Odif + Jdif Oav . (3.3) eq:KeldyshJ

One may view the statement as saying that the SK contour imparts a Lorentzian inner product

between the left and right segments, and the passage to the Keldysh basis is akin to choosing

light-cone variables. In any event, varying the SK action with respect to average sources gives

the correlators with di↵erence operators and vice-versa.

We should note here that in much of the literature the Keldysh basis introduced in (3.2)

is called the ‘ra’ basis. The average operators are called the r�operators and the di↵erence

operators are called a-operators. We find this terminology less intuitive. Moreover, when we

discuss thermal correlation functions, for ⇢̂initial being a thermal Gibbs density matrix, we

will encounter the retarded-advanced basis (we use ret � adv to denote them). To forestall

any potential confusion, we propose to refer the Keldysh basis as av � dif operators.

With these preliminaries in place let us define the SK generating functional ZSK which

is defined by the trace over the tensor product Hilbert space HR ⌦H⇤
L

ZSK [JR,JL] ⌘ Tr
⇣
U [JR] ⇢̂initial U

†[JL]
⌘
, (3.4) eq:ZSKdef

where ⇢̂initial is the initial density matrix of the system, U represents the unitary evolution

operator of the QFT, U † is its adjoint. We have allowed ourselves to deform the unitary
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✦  Keldysh (light-cone) basis

✦Furthermore, a largest time and thermal smallest time equations hold.

✦The KMS condition translates into a second sum rule for thermal 
differences:

Weldon ’05

✦  Adv-Ret basis

The KMS condition demands that the operators e�i �� bO(t) and bO(t) be equivalent within
correlation functions, modulo a statistics factor. Recalling that bosons are periodic and

fermions anti-periodic under rotation by a period �, we can write:

��
bO = 0 , where i�� ⌘ 1� (�1)Fe�i�� , (2.5)

where (�1)F denotes the fermion number operator. We will frequently refer to �� as a

thermal translation operator; it measures deviation from the KMS condition. We also found

it useful to define an operator LKMS which acts through a commutator action on the operator

algebra to implement �� , viz.,
h
LKMS , bO

i

±
= ��

bO.4

The KMS condition leads to a set of Ward identities for thermal correlation functions,

which can be understood in terms of a second pair of BRST charges {QKMS ,QKMS}. These

are nilpotent carrying ghost numbers gh(QKMS ) = +1 and gh(QKMS ) = �1. They generate

imaginary time thermal translations and can be thought of as the Grassmann-odd superpart-

ners of LKMS . Rounding o↵ the structure is a fourth Grassmann-even generator Q0
KMS

.

These four KMS charges are easily understood as a super-derivation extending the opera-

tor�� to be compatible with the SK BRST symmetry. Indeed, while the four Grassmann-odd

generators {QSK ,QSK ,QKMS ,QKMS} follow from simple considerations of SK path integrals

and the KMS condition, the remaining operators {Q
0
KMS

,LKMS} simply ensure closure of

the thus generated algebra. The action of these charges can be understood easily by basis

rotating the quadruplet in (2.3) to define the retarded and advanced combinations

Oadv ⌘ OR � OL , Oret ⌘
1

1� (�1)FOe�i��

⇣
OR � (�1)FOe�i�� OL

⌘
. (2.6)

In this basis, the action of the fermionic supercharges can be summarized schematically as

Oret

OG O
G

Oadv

QSK Q
SK

Q
SK �QSK

Oadv

��OG ���O
G

����Oret

QKMS Q
KMS

Q
KMS

�QKMS

(2.7)

where arrows indicate action via graded commutator, e.g., [QSK ,Oret]± = OG etc.. We refer

the reader to [1] for derivations and details.

4 Our conventions are described in [1]. In particular, we will often make use of the graded commutator

defined as [A,B]± = AB � (�)AB BA, where (�)AB denotes the mutual Grassmann parity of the entries A

and B respectively.
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hTSK
nY

k=1

⇣
O
(k)
R

(tk)� O
(k)
L

(tk � i�)
⌘
i = 0

hTSK
nY

k=1

⇣
O
(k)
R

(tk)� O
(k)
L

(tk)
⌘
i = 0

i��Oret = OR(t)� OL(t� i�)

i��O(t) = O(t)� O(t� i�) ⇠ �i�@tO



THE SK-KMS ALGEBRA

The six operators {QSK ,QSK ,QKMS ,QKMS ,LKMS ,Q
0
KMS

} satisfy the following algebra

(which one can deduce from the above diagrams):

Q
2
SK

= Q
2
SK

= Q
2
KMS

= Q
2
KMS

= 0 ,

[QSK ,QKMS ]± =
⇥
QSK ,QKMS

⇤
±
=

⇥
QSK ,QSK

⇤
±
=

⇥
QKMS ,QKMS

⇤
±
= 0 ,

⇥
QSK ,QKMS

⇤
±
=

⇥
QSK ,QKMS

⇤
±
= LKMS , (2.8)

⇥
QKMS ,Q

0
KMS

⇤
±
=

⇥
QKMS ,Q

0
KMS

⇤
±
= 0 ,

⇥
QSK ,Q

0
KMS

⇤
±
= QKMS ,

⇥
QSK ,Q

0
KMS

⇤
±
= �QKMS .

We refer to this as the SK-KMS superalgebra. The goal of our present discussion is to obtain

insight into this algebraic structure. We will see that the natural language for this exploration

is terms of a graded algebra, with the grading being provided by the ghost number charge.

This leads us then into the study of equivariant cohomological algebras which arise in this

context, and extend the above structure mildly by making the KMS symmetries act locally.

2.2 A superspace description

An extremely convenient way to view the KMS superalgebra (2.8) is to express the operations

directly in superspace. The superspace we need is a simple one with two Grassmann odd

coordinates denoted ✓, ✓̄. We will take them to have equal and opposite ghost number, with

gh(✓) = +1.5

The quadruplet of operators {Oret,OG ,OG
,Oadv} associated with a single-copy operator bO

are encapsulated into a single SK-superfield. Working in the adv-ret basis introduced above,

we define the associated super-operator as:6

O̊ ⌘ Oret + ✓ O
G
+ ✓̄ OG + ✓̄✓ Oadv . (2.9)

In the previous subsection we have reviewed the BRST charges {QSK ,QSK} and a quadru-

plet of KMS translation generators {QKMS ,QKMS ,LKMS ,Q
0
KMS

}. All these act on the oper-

ator algebra via graded commutators. We will now describe the identical structure in terms

of superspace derivations, which act on components of covariant superfields. As will be-

come clear later, superspace provides a very e�cient tool for encoding the relevant algebraic

structures.

• In superspace, the action of {QSK ,QSK} is realized as derivations along the Grassmann-

odd directions; these operators implement super-translations:

QSK �! @✓̄ , QSK �! @✓ , (2.10)

5 We emphasize that the BRST symmetries are cohomological in nature. When we refer to superspace or

supersymmetry we refer to such structures and not to standard supersymmetric field theories. Our superco-

ordinates therefore are Lorentz scalars and carry no Lorentz spin labels.
6 Following [26] we will use an accent “̊ ” to denote superfields. We will elaborate on superspace conventions

further in §4 and §5.1.
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✦Superderivations: BRST charges associated with Schwinger-Keldysh 
construction. 

✦Thermal equivariance: implements KMS condition by gauging thermal 
diffeomorphisms & takes care of the fluctuation/dissipation constraints.

LKMS ⌘ ��


